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Boxhead zombies chopped. Boxhead: 2Play Rooms Full Screen Boxhead: 2Play Rooms Play Online in Full Screen Mode - Play Boxhead: 2Play Rooms Free in Full Screen on ArcadeSet.com. All of it; Windows; Mac, Mac, Mac, Mac, Linux... Boxhead 2Play Rooms 1.0. file size: 2.31 MB. BoxHead 2 – BoxHead 2 [Total: 118 Average: 4.2 ... 10 destroying
weapons and more rooms! While original releases and similar games vary greatly in design and even sub-genres, there are features that are common for all Boxhead games: Dynamic Gaming. Some of these rooms are HUGE and really dwarf everything you've seen in previous games. Boxhead Rooms Controls | Fullscreen. 10 Devastating weapons and
more rooms! 10 destroying weapons and more rooms! Boxhead: Rooms chopped play Boxhead: Rooms unhacked. The best idea so far is 2 players and I'll come to that in the new year. Finally, the most anticipated third installment of the successful boxhead series has arrived. Now you can play against friends in cooperative or Deathmatch mode. There's
also a one-player mode and a bunch of new rooms to explore. FEATURES OF BOXHEAD GAMES. Klicken und das Spiel Box Head - 2Play kostenlos spielen! boxhead hacked unblocked game 66. Boxhead 1 player hacked. Boxhead 2Play Rooms está en los top más jugados. 8,900,156 partids, ¡Exitazo! 5 Shadez 2; 6 Boxhead Zombie Wars; 7 Thing Arena
Classic; 8 Thing 4; 9 Warfare 1917; 10 Shadez 3; 11 Thing Arena 2; 12 Boxhead nightmare; 13 Madness Combat Defense; 14 3 in one check; 15 RaidenX; Boxhead 2Play Rooms Game Information You are player number 51,324,771. License. Why don't you join the fun and play unblocked games here! Jugar a Boxhead 2Play Rooms online es free. Play
this game online for free on Poki. The more zombies you kill, the more upgrades and weapons you get. Throne unblocked, Achilles unblocked, Bad eggs online and more. Powered by Create its own unique website with customizable templates. Schöne Sprüche Und Zitate Wir präsentieren euch die schönsten Zitate über das Lesen. Diese Sprüche zeigen,
wie wertvoll das Lesen ist! Jon Bambo has joined forces with three other professional zombie killers in this new version of the Boxhead game. Published by: www.eplaybus.com. Jon Bambo has joined forces with three other professional zombie killers in this new version of the Boxhead game. Powered by Create its own unique website with customizable
templates. There are no two rooms that look the same. Wir haben die besten Gratisspiele ausgewählt, wie zum Beispiel Box Head - 2Play. Unblocked Games 77 are available everywhere, even in schools and at work! Trial period: days. Kill more undue zombies in Boxhead: 2Play rooms! Jon Bambo has joined forces with three other professional zombie
killers in the new Boxhead. The main mission is to be interested and excited throughout the game. Boxhead 2 has already played 209,912 times and 77% positive feedback with 6,804 votes. Original update: Jon Bambo is back in the Boxhead rooms. Unblocked Games 66 is home to more than 2,000+ games you can play at school or at home. A lot of fun to
play when bored at home or at school. $0.00. ¡Disfruta ya de este juegazo de 2 Jugadores! Box Head 2Play - Unblocked HTML5 Games 77 Mar 29, 2011 77963 shooting game 1.79 MB. Eine der größten deutschsprachigen Zitatesammlungen. Boxhead 2Play offers more options than ever before. He's finally here; Boxhead 2Play rooms. Kill more undue
zombies in Boxhead: 2Play rooms! OS: 98 / NT / 2k / Me / XP / 95 / 2003. Try the wonderful sequel to the original Boxhead game and enjoy the creepy and extreme gaming! The game gives you eight rooms to choose from and fight zombies without being killed. All Rooms of Boxhead games offer different challenges and ways to play. You can pick up one of
the 4 characters: they all differ in colors, clothes and names. Immediately you will notice it, it is distinguished by red attirist and the presence of horns on the head. Gameplay is simple and fun, auto-upgrading weapons, setting traps and recording everything in sight. The Red Devils are the biggest threat because they're shooting straight at you. Freeware.
There is one enemy; Zombies. The player won't have a minute to get bored. When you're done with the game, you can play other online games like Gun Mayhem, 13 Days In Hell and Bubble Struggle 2 for free at Silvergames. Spiele das kostenlose Spiel Box Head - 2Play auf Y8.com! Boxhead 4 is awersome! This game is... Cost. Imagine being locked in a
room full of dangerous zombies. Unblocked HTML games have become popular lately. There are also 18 fascinating 2Play rooms with different scenery, location of protective objects, entrances and blocks. The number of zombies in the world of square heads has increased significantly, the leader has appeared in demons – Satan. Finally, the most
anticipated third installment of the successful boxhead series has arrived. No one but Lucifer, Chestnut Quarter Horse, Tulane Online Master's, R U Crazy Lyrics Nightcore 1 Hour, Iron Bull Approval, Newborn Adoption Agencies, Karan Aujla Song, Ming Dynasty Corruption, Gameboy Color Advance Games, King's Bounty Review, Receta Esquites Con
Epazote, Snowboarding Skills And Techniques, How many Cigarettes A Day Is Bad?, Dodge Magnum 2017, Slide Guitar Lego Boost New Mexico Oil and Gas News, Elasticity demand and PPT supply, Ketone reaction with Ethylen Glycol, time spent with family valid every second, horse for sale, brown Ombre wallpaper, Ravedj To Mp3, Stereolab - Dots and
loops, Ford Festiva 1996, Jewel Runaway Bay, Megaman X8 ~ Gateway, I think I turned 22, Cheslin Kolbe Club, Wedding List online, Canyon Lake Level, Lake Bridgeport Water temperature , Walers And Struts, Non Examples Of Inertia, La Coronavirus, Badger Basketball Schedule, Semi Aquatic Mammals, Derek Shepherd Mom, Andre Cold Duck, July 29,
2019 News, False Bucks Beard, Used Kitchen Island, Systems In The Body, Elizabeth Magnolia Leaves, Derek And Meredith, Edc Rave Recovery, 14 –28 Oxford Street &amp; 3 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1d 1au, Central Arizona College Basketball Coaches, Hybrid Nursing Program, Logo Game Quiz, Car Booster Pack , Second Hand Furniture
Stockholm, Maruti Alto 800 Vxi Review, Texas Children's The Woodlands Infectious Disease, Haulmark Trailer Living Quarters, Kohinoor Movie Song Mp3, Will Like Or Pool Homes Orlando, The Most Good You Can Do Pdf , Nba 2k20 Trade Sliders, Toyota Rav4 for Parts, Ford Ecosport 2012, Chronic Care Management, Inc, Lowndes County Courthouse,
Bing Futch Schedule, Rottle Puppies for Sale Near Me , Nitrile To Amide, How to Make Cutter in Eskapisti 1, Amor Mio Poema, Naga Meaning Korean, Deer Camp Rules, What Chocolate To Buy in Germany, Flat Spray, Tennessee Aquarium Discount Tickets, Supply Chain Deutsch, Quantic His Combo Bárbaro Tradition In Transition, Alamo - Full Size Car,
Thiruvananthapuram Zoo Images, Nelson School Niles, Bunker Oil Price Live, Social Media Test Questions and Answers, Ducati Scrambler Icon For Sale , We Will Rise Sign, Milwaukee Thunderbolt Hammer Drill, 2020 Harley Roadster Review, This site contains material that is kept because it is considered humorous. Such material should not be taken
seriously. ShortcutsWP:LAMEWP:LEWWP:LAMESTWP:HALLOFLAMEWP:HOWMANYANGELS What powerful competitions emerge from trivial matters — Alexander Pope, Rape locks An unidentified clerk (center) tries to bring an end to a major edit war involving dozens of respected editors. At her feet, three confused newcomers are seen caught in the
middle of a dispute. Two editors by each other's throats while they were engaged in the Edit War. Soon the judge will separate them and decide their fates in WP:AN3. Occasionally, even experienced Wikipedias lose their heads and dedicate every waking moment to editing warring over the mostgvious things, sticulving time discussing topics without
practical value, or wrestling over questions whose answers have no practical consequences. This page documents our most endeading examples. It's not comprehensive or authoritative, but it serves as a showcase of situations where people lose sight of the big picture and obsessively exude huge amounts of energy fighting over something that, in the end,
isn't really that important. The ordacement of editing is believed by some to be important, possibly because of the historical regularity and frequency of these wars. Careful and scientific study of available archaeological evidence has even that editing wars can have recurring on a regular basis goes all the way to the beginning of recorded history, even before
the advent of proper writing around 2001 C.E. (see Wikipedia). In some earlier cases of warring warring, dating back to the good old days, participants would simply use their swords and fight the battle, or later, with their guns and fight a duel. In modern times, physical combat has been banned and replaced by careful incitement of personal attacks, strategic
3RR templating and search, timely notifications to WP:AN/I and (in some cases) marking changes as minor editing. Indeed, the revolutionary view of Wikipedia has changed the way things are done. It changed them from the real one to not ending it. On the other hand, no one gets shipping (so far!). Guidelines on how to create lameness This section is
intended as humor. It is not, never has been, nor ever will be, the politics or guidelines of Wikipedia. Instead, it illustrates standards or behavior that the Wikipedia community generally does not accept. Some debates are born lame; some achieve lameness; some have lame thrust on them. Once they encounter a debate that is borderline lame, some
Wikipedia may be tempted to do something useful. This is a big mistake. Left to its own devices, the debate could inadvertently become useful. What's the fun in that? It is essential that as many editors as possible ring, not adding to the discussion at hand, but by showing, LOL and pathetically commenting on how pathetic it is and how it is a huge waste of
time (See self-fulfilling prophecy, Positive feedback and exponential growth). Just stating that the debate is lame is often not enough; any contrary statement must be rejected with increasingly fierce claims of lameness. While at first blushing, wasting time moaning about what a waste of time is something can seem illogical, the inherent irony only increases
lameness. An additional step to increase lameness is to include repeated links to this essay, which is WP:LAME. Administrators have a special role to play; proposing and implementing bans on topics for lame participants is doubly effective: it not only increases today's lameness, but, by abolishing the debate, it helps ensure that the lame issue remains
unresolved for future generations of Wikipedians. Poor. The best way to start a lame editing war is to change a large number of articles based on your interpretation of minutiae in the style manual. If this does not work, try to change the MOS itself; It always works. Guidelines on how to add an entry to this guide If you want to add a lame editing war to this
page, keep in mind the following: It must have been an actual editing war. Discussions on the pages of conversations, even around trivially lame details, are not offices of wars and should never be added: we want to encourage such discussions between users/points of view (as opposed to actually editing the warring). Note for example that pithy quotes on
conversation pages may be appropriate for Wikipedia:Talk pages. It really should be one of the most heist edit wars. Not just garden variety lame. Unless the participant is banned for their role in the editing war, do not name the participants or link to their user pages. People have lapses in judgment, and some end up editing the warring; they should not,
however, be stuck with this for the rest of their wiki careers for no reason. This is absolutely no place to harp over someone's past editing. Be careful to avoid even the semblance of taking sides in war. If one version is more or less accepted after that, it's okay to find it, but the fact that there's been a war of editing means that neither side has been right all
along. Be brave! If you think the editing war was truly lame, add it! You don't have to ask on the chat page. Lameness should speak for itself. Of course, editors with a more experienced eye for lameness may disagree with your claim to the most pathetic, which can result in another miserable war of editing! Note that the original research and verifiability rules
should not apply to the article namespace and not necessarily to pages such as this one in the Wikipedia (project) namespace. This is for the community, not the average readers. Witty, insightful comments are encouraged here. Ethnic and National Quarrels Main page: Wikipedia:Lamest edit wars/Ethnic feuds People Chopin Was Chopin Polish, French,
Polish-French or French-Polish? For years, there has been a low-level (and sometimes high-intensity) conflict about which country can search for Chopin as its son. Or was it Szopen? The Observer learns a lot about napoleonic code, about the nuances of citizenship, nationality and ethnicity. Law students can claim fine points of jus sanguinis and jus salt.
The use of Polish-born was branded a racist slur. There is a heated debate about whether quoting the bill's passage is considered an original survey, which amounts to dropping Mentos in a bottle of Pepsi to see if it explodes. Can you emigrate from a country you're not a citizen of? Can you get citizenship if you already have one? The possibilities of intensive
study are endless. Famous witnesses such as Obama, Churchill, Sean Taro Ono Lennon and Dr. Seuss have been pressed to appear. Collateral damage even comes to WP:Lama, where Chopin's entry was removed due to an alleged lack of lameness. And then there are the trolls. Even Chopin's remains are divided. The body rests in Paris, the heart in
Warsaw. Ányos Jedlik Is considered by both Hungarians and Slovaks as the unsung father of dynamos and electric motors. But what was his true ethnicity, Hungarian or Slovak? [1] at some point, the result in this The battle was 16 citations to 4 in favour of the Hungarian side, with the Slovak side also being handed the {{Dubious}} and {{Verify source}}}
marks and {{Verify source}}} The dust seems to have settled and the Hungarian side won, but at the cost of nine citations immediately after the Hungarian one. Freddie Mercury Freddie stopped a Queen concert mid-performance after an audience member disputed his background. There's been a long argument about Freddie Mercury's true origins. Is he
Iran's most famous rock star? Indian? Parsi? Azeri? You'd be surprised how many people annoy this, to the point where it's still a hotly contested item there. Only one example can be seen here, and this one, like everyone else, had its share of random vandals, people leaving unmarked anonymous insults and snorting their teeth. Let's just say for now it's
Parsi whose parents originated in India! Just don't even think to suggest that he left Queen or is a former band member, though, or you'll really get people hackles up... Ivana Miličević But where did this great beauty come from? Is she a Bosnian actress of Croatian origin/ethnicity or a Croatian actress? Should she be called an American without supply
because she's lived in America for almost 30 years? Is she Bosnian because she was born in Sarajevo or born in Bosnia because Bosnia did not exist as a nation when she was born there? Go ahead and edit the article and see how long your version takes before someone returns you! Jennifer Aniston Is she American or American? Is she Greek-American?
Is it English-American? Is she Greek-English-American? Does she need all-these-prefixes-ahead-of-her-nationality-American? Did Kiriakis engineer the whole affair? Franz Liszt Was born in what was then Hungary, but is now part of Austria to ethnic German parents whose families have lived in Hungary for a long time, and we all thought it was common
knowledge that Liszt claims that Hungary is his homeland and Hungary is his nationality. Er, right? Order the biggest and cruelest war in recent memory! He was mercifully confined to a chat site, but what a chat site it was. How does Liszt's real name, Franz or Ferenc? (It was actually Franciscus.) If he was such a Hungarian patriot, why didn't he fight in the
war of independence in 1848? If he really was Hungarian, why is his Hungarian music actually based on gypsy music? If he really thought he was Hungarian, why did he spend so much time in France? Why couldn't he have written better texts for Kronungslied? What is the significance of the Chopin-esque left arm octave in Funerailles, Octobre 1849? What
event in October 1849 was he referring to, the crushing Hungarian rebellion or chopin death? Or was it the publication of Heinrich Heine's rude poem about him? Why didn't he learn to speak Hungarian? Did he like goulash? Can he dance csárdás? The farce was further exacerbated by the occasional appearance of anonymous trolls insisting that Liszt was,
in fact, Slovak. This Liszt is incomplete; you can help Wikipedia by trying not to expand it further. Jeremy Lin Is he American or American? Is it Chinese-American? Is he a Taiwanese American? With the Chinese and Taiwanese Chinese-Taiwanese and AmericansMainland Chinese and Taiwan Chinese Real Chinese and Chinese who have forgotten their
ancestors Freedom fighters and threat to humanity Mao Zedong worshippers and modern Chinese Unionists and Independencrats revive arguments that once almost sabotaged zh.wiki, this article has the (mis)wealth to have a lengthy FAQ that uses statements such as Chinese can also be Taiwanese just as Chinese can also be Pekingers and Jeremy Lin's
maternal grandmother lives in Zhejiang and thus he has an undeniable Chinese background to satisfy both sides. What's my nationality? Nicolaus Copernicus Was he Polish, German or Prussian? Or did he have no nationality at all that the bears mention? If Copernicus were around today, he might suggest he'd be content to be remembered as an
astronomer, but we'll never know. Was he ever married? What's his middle name? No one knows exactly. Whether this editing war will spread to a page on its memorial on the periodic periodic area is unknown. Nikola Tesla Was born to Serbian parents in a part of the Austrian Empire, which soon later became part of the Hungarian half of Austria-Hungary
and is now in Croatia. He eventually became a naturalized U.S. citizen. Was he Serb? Croatian? Austrian? Austro-Hungarian Empire? Istro-Romanian? Jewish? American? Mars? There's even a certain sub-chat site just for this! It's up to you! But don't forget to leave an editing summary that says it's pathetic to choose any other version. P. G. Wodehouse
Who said that the English-speaking world is immune to pointless ethnological disputes? This discussion, over one word in the article, consumed most of the month of September 2007. The key question is: is he an English writer or is he a British writer of English descent? Can we add an American somewhere because he moved to America when he was 74?
More than half of the chat page is dedicated to this one issue. Two editors at war over this have filed simultaneous 3RR reports against each other and RFC. Accusations of weaseling acts appear on the interview site. Fine policy points under discussion: does return to prevent war from returning constitute a real comeback? Does it count as a revert if you call
it vandalism, even if it's content? Is it bad faith to remove HTML comments from the site if only editors will see them, or are such invisible comments representing their own vandalism? Is it a bad thing to use the minor button for Change? Raven Riley Is this porn star Italian? Italian? American? Puerto rican? Cypriot? Does he have Indian blood? Who cares?
But make sure that when you change it, you do not think at all about citing any source; Please feel free to offend whoever put it in a previous ethnicity. Anonymous editors: be sure to insert a multitude of her different real names, without a source. German-born Werner Herzog, reportedly the mother of a German and a Yugoslav father, and grew up in Bavaria,
Germany. Does Herzog: a) Croatian or b) Serbian? How about the fact that relatives live in Bosnia and Herzegovina? Use editing summaries to publish or hear rumors about interviews you've conducted. Mirrors and forks are also excellent sources. After consulting the printed source, it turned out that it was the mother who was from Croatia. Alas. Saladin
Biographers who knew him said his family was Kurdish. But was it a Kurd, an Arab, a Turk, a Persian, an Armenian, some combination of these, or something else? Are his father and uncle Kurds, or Arabs, or Kurdish Arabs, or Turks, or Kurdscized Turks? Does it depend on his mother's ethnicity, on which we know literally nothing? He definitely spoke
Arabic, but did he speak Kurdish, too? Or Turkish? He was born in Tikrit, so does that make him Iraqi? Syrian? Mesopotamian? Kurdistan, are you okay? If it is ethnically Kurdish, is it the Ayyubid dynasty that followed it the Kurdish dynasty? Does modern Kurdish nationalism have ties to the Kurds of the 12th century? (This also spills over into various articles
about the Ayyubid dynasty.) Milla Jovovich Is Млииа Натаа Jeовови/Milica Jovović Serbian/Montenegrin or just Serbian? Montenegrin became montenegro's official language in 2007. Montenegro legally seceded from Serbia-Montenegro in 2006, but Milla was born in Ukraine in the Soviet Union in 1975. What are you on? U2 Are U2 an Irish band or simply a
band that happens to be from Ireland, since two of their members were born in the UK? Over several years, there have been many discussions about whether U2 should be included in the lyrics are an Irish rock band or simply A2 are a rock band. Edit wars continued back and forth, and at one point the article even said U2 were an Irish and British rock band
(which didn't last long). A similar compromise could have been an Irish rock band with two British members. [[.. /Wording#U2| And it was in addition to the debate about whether it should be used is or is!]] Casey Kasem may have foreshadowed this editing war decades ago when he offered his first impression of U2 early in their career: This sucks. Nobody
cares. These guys. from England and who's in pain! Eventually, over the course of two and a half weeks, there was a heated debate that resulted in at least one editor being blocked and much more being alerted, to eventually come to the conclusion that U2 were, in fact, an Irish band. (At least for now.) And why didn't anyone even edit the war to use it or did
they? What is life? Nelly Furtado Is she Canadian or Portuguese-Canadian? Editors argue mercilessly about the formalities of citizenship and nationality. What country citizenship laws should be used? She was reportedly born to Portuguese parents and released albums in Portuguese, but was born, lives and works in Canada. Accusations of xenophobia
have been made. Similar to reality television, this could get ugly. Confusingly, she has a star on Canada's Walk of Fame (for Canada) and has been awarded the Commander of the Order of Prince Henry (for Portugal), expanding the war of editing well into real life. Andy Murray Is this Grand Slam-winning tennis player from Scotland, (or Great Scotland)
Great Britain, or Great Britain? Despite the leadership compromise calling him both Scottish and British, users and IPs don't realize they're talking about the same place, so every year, when Wimbledon comes, you can always see edit war or talk page arguments on the subject, and like tennis, the final result of this edit war will never be known. Mostly going
down the line Murray is called Scottish. Murray is anti-English and British after the media misinterpreted a joke with Des Kelly and Tim Henman in 2006, so he has to be Scottish. We can't have a Scotsman in the lead; he doesn't represent Scotland, he has to play for Great Britain. Any of this is begs with another argument and goes round all summer until a
regular editor returns it to the compromise of consensus. Of course, consumers of the British press will be aware that, to those south of the border, Murray is British until he loses the match, at which point he returns to Scottishness. But the really lame thing about this site is that it's not the only regular editing war. The page also shows the argument of
whether Murray was born in Dunblane or Glasgow. James Clerk Maxwell Was his nationality Scottish or British or both? Should it be listed in the infobox in the article as (1) British citizenship or (2) Scottish citizenship and British citizenship, or (3) Scottish &amp; British citizenship (stateless) or (4) stateless and nationality? Users and IPs argue relentlessly
over the formalities of nationality and citizenship in more than 27,000 words of discussion (and counting). The editors then adopt a strategy to discuss which of the versions should be in place until the debate resolves the issues, but it remains a mystery whether they did so expecting the issues to never be resolved. George Michael was Jewish. his
grandmother or never? People claiming his grandmother was Jewish cite an L.A. Times article in which George Michael himself claims his grandmother was Jewish but married a pagan and raised her children without knowing about their Semitic heritage. It was during World War II, and she 'thought that if they didn't know their mother was Jewish, she
wouldn't be in danger,' Michael said.' They also argue that he should stay in the article because being Jewish (ethnicity) and practicing Judaism (religion) are two different things. The opposition claims that George Michael was simply confused by the name of his grandmother, Daisy Angold Young, and mistook angold for a Jewish surname. One of the
oppositions found a genealogy for George Michael's grandmother leading up to 1828 in London. The same person linked an article discussing Christmas carols written by Jews on an interfaith support website claiming Michael the Jew was an internet myth. All this argument led to mass editing of the warring, accusations of Jews and non-Jews trying to wash
away the history of whites and anti-Semitism. Dates on the talks pages stretch from 2/10/07-12/20/08, 6/25/11-1/11/13, 12/30/16-1/5/17 and 10/19/17-11/14/17. Three of the many examples of 3RR are here:[2], [3], [4]. 21 Savage How many nationalities does he have? a lot. Born to Haitian-Dominican parents in the UK but raised in Atlanta, Georgia since the
age of 7, 21 Savage's citizenship status has been challenged since his arrest in February 2019. Is he English? British? American? British-American? Or, according to Sir Savage, the 21st African-American? The discussion on the interview site included a discussion about his rights to be a British citizen, taking into account that nationality laws between the UK
and the US differ. From now on, he's described as an English-born rapper based in Georgia. Because of his debate status, whether his date should be listed as 22 October? Does he even qualify for DACA protection? Why does he have a 12-car garage? The rules on the imposition of a garage do not have to apply. Places and other things Liancourt Rocks
Dokdo → Liancourt Rocks → Takeshima → Dokdo → Dokdo → Liancourt Rocks →? No, this is not the title of the Liancourt album, but a group of sinking volcanic rocks that japan and Korea have since, really, really long ago claimed. [5] Evidence of ownership for both sides rests on hard-to-read decaying pieces of old paper. This is not a silly dispute
because rocks have important economic and military value, yada yada yada. Serious Japanese or Korean Wikipedia may even decide to make these rocks their place of residence (living there is not necessary!) to bollast their case. This article extensively documents each small factoid that could indicate the ownership of one country, and each, of course, has
Statement. Newspapers and online forums such as 2channel are part of the debate, but all claim their POV is NPOV. As correctly fits this great political question, most editing summaries begin with rv... Fortunately, at least the title of the article is settled on ... or does he have one? See also: Liancourt Rocks dispute. The Association of British Counties you'd
think U.K. districts would be a pretty uncontroversial topic, but no - this insider pressure group of outsiders that includes ninety-two eighty-six counties of the United Kingdom (which does not include government policy) is guaranteed to bring out the red fog every now and then. One thing is certain, the editing warring on this article is far from over ... Is this
term acceptable to the British Is this term acceptable? Does geographically include the entire Northern European archipelago; or is the term inherently anti-Irish? Should it always be Great Britain and Ireland? Warring removals and campaign upheaval on almost every article containing the words 'British Isles' have resulted in bans on topics, gruelling
skirmishes packed with sock warriors and general misery over the matter. There was really no consensus on the ideal term; or even if the existing one is really a problem or not. Enceladus As much as 1.40 billion kilometers (870 million miles) from Earth, politics matters. The image on this featured article shows saturn's tiny moon on a map of the British Isles,
the United Kingdom, the Netherlands Great Britain and Ireland, Luxembourg and the North Sea. Edit the warring, vandalism charges and full protection of the article. Ceviche Is this marinated raw fish delicacy invented in Peru, or ecuador? Or maybe Mexico, Polynesian, Spain, Chile, Granada, Argentina... Derry/Londonderry Should an article about this town
in Northern Ireland be called Derry or should it be called Londonderry? With loyalists and Republicans (and even nationalists) on both sides, don't expect an answer anytime soon. *cough*WP:DERRY/WP:LONDONDERRY*cough* Export House, that internationally famous tower block at Woking Multiple back and forth about whether the local nickname for
the building is the bat building or the B.A.T building (from British American Tobacco). For a while, this was resolved by quoting both, but then followed by further editing of the engagement about whether to follow it '(better known as a bat)' or B.A.T. Looking for quotes showed that it was mostly called BAT, leading to the absurdity of three versions of the
nickname in the lead-up to this barely noticed tower block in a small provincial town. The costumed climb to the said tower now seems inevitable, presumably dressed as an alternative superhero than usual. Florina and other cities in Macedonia (Greece) are editing the war on whether the alternative name is Lerin Macedonian, Bulgarian or South Slavic
(covered by both and Bulgarian). Fustanella Who first put on a frilly skirt and threatened to kill anyone who questioned his manhood for it? Was he Albanian or Greek? If Albanian, Gheg or Tosk? Fortunately, none of the modern warriors on this topic have access to real weapons (hopefully!) Caesar salad Veni, see, vici ...... And I'd like something light for
lunch today. Was this delicious salad invented in Mexico in 1924, or in ancient Rome? Was it named after Caesar Cardini or Julius Caesar? Is it Caesar, Cesar, César or Cesare? If you add tomatoes is it still Caesar or is it something called Letchworth salad? A slow-motion edit war spanning over one two three-four five-five-five-eight-nine-nine-year-old is
surely the best way to find out. Grand Theft Auto IV Is Niko Bellic (main character) Serb, Slovak, Bosnian, Croat, Russian or from an unnamed Eastern European country? Normally reliable sources disagree on this issue (with those written pre-launches suggesting that the character is Russian and post-launch is Serbian or Croatian), and the game itself is just
ambiguous enough about the topic to create disagreement (and of course it is a part of the world where nationalist feelings run high, see Balkanization – even the order that Croatia and Serbia are listed also offends some.). At one point, the article contained five consecutive quotes, repeated each of the three times mentions of the character's nationality,
totaling a whopping fifteen quote numbers throughout the article to justify the alleged nationality of the character in the fictional video game. The article reached a possible consensus on the issue of nationality (unknown) and the name of the war (unknown war in Eastern Europe) based on the author(s) who did not disclose information about the character.
Despite more than a decade since the game's release, and despite notices about editing and text alerts in the body of the article and FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS on the chat page, the topic still receives many changes annually, and the topic is repeatedly raised on the article conversation page. Hogenakkal waterfalls Are these beautiful waterfalls on
the Kavera River located in Tamil Nadu – or on the border of Tamil Nadu and Karnataka – or in Tamil Nadu on its border with Karnataka? Or is it really the Cauvery River, and Hogenakal Falls? Does the water use dispute, and the separate dispute over access to the island below Waterfall, have no bearing on that, or do they prove that the location of the
Falls must be at the border? Whatever you believe, be sure to take the (Google) map to the debate and jump out that your opponent's sources are not RS or NPOV! Hummus and friends Hummus: they love it in Israel, so it should not be in the category: Israeli cuisine? Or is it purely Arabic food illegally occupied by the Zionists? [6] Following a related
skirmish on Za'atar, the ingredients are listed in the Order, but was this all part of a cunning Zionist conspiracy? Don't be silly, the answer has arrived: and anyone who removes a Hebrew name from the first sentence is a racist vandal. [7] Meanwhile, back in Hummus, it is trying to replace the mention that the Oxford English Dictionary says that the word
entered English via Turkish with a reference to the Greek name for eating. Finally, Tabbouleh saw action, this time mercifully free of Arab-Israeli connotations; Instead, the question was: can we call this dish part of Lentine cuisine, or is the very term Lentina a European colonial conspiracy to divide a great Arab nation? [8] Meanwhile, attempts are being made
to kick the Turks out of a description of a traditional Greek (or perhaps Arabic) pie dish (or is it pitta?), while controversy is posing as to whether the israeli falafel house photo represents Zionism. Bottom line: Delicious snacks in the Middle East are hilariously politicized. As of January 2015[update], the conversation page for Hummus says: The Hummus
article, along with other articles pertaining to the Arab-Israeli conflict, is currently subject to active arbitration drugs. Lake Michigan-Huron Is it a lake or is it just a name? Or is it a system? And if it's a system, how is it different from the Great Lakes system? And if that's just a name, how can it be the biggest lake? If it's not a lake, is it one body of water? Or is
that the lake just hydrological? Should he be called a llaque instead? Is this a category error or definition attribute? Or there is simply no such entity [11]. And was the notification any WikiProjects forum shopping? [12] And, most importantly, who should be the subject forbidden? National House Building Council Why lay bricks when you can edit parts? The
headquarters of this British organisation are located in Buckinghamshire. But should it be called Buckinghamshire, England or Buckinghamshire, United Kingdom? In April 2008, he was arrested on the 1992-1995 (This is especially inexplicable because England is, of course, part of the United Kingdom.) On April 23, participants finally settled on England and
the war of editing ended - perhaps in recognition of St. Patrick's Day. Pavlova (food) Not a dancer, but a delicious Antipodean dessert, which was invented in Australia[13], New Zealand [14], Australia[15], [16], [17], New Zealand [18], rabbit season, duck season, fire! But surely it is only Western propaganda, the great Russian physiologist, John Pavlov,
invented this dessert so that dogs would drool, as we all know, Truth ™. Rhine Kanth There has been a dispute over the order and necessity of transliteration the name of the famous actor Rajni Kanth into languages like Marathi, Hindi and Kannad. People to turn on and give The higher priority believed that the actor had a significant history in that state of
India, as well as enough cheerleading followers to deserve transliteration, while editors from Tamil descent were of the opinion that he would surrender his most prized possession. The chat site is bubbling with so many threads on this unique issue. In 2011-12, consensus was reached after the RfC: All language scripts in the index would be replaced by an
IPA for such articles. Šarplaninac Does Šarplaninac originate from Kosovo, Albania, Serbia and/or Macedonia? No one can agree, but even flags are being smoked at the moment in the infobox. The Japanese Sea The body of water Formerly known as the Sea of Japan (East Sea), will soon be replaced by symbols of Japan-Korea relations, and then simply
called the Sea! Look at Prince or FYROM. Should it be called the Sea of Japan, the East Sea or even the East Sea of Korea? Are both names valid and if so, should the article be called the Sea of Japan (East Sea) or the Sea of Japan/East Sea? Or should it be the actual most common English and international name of the Sea of Japan (East Sea), brackets
and all? Should the dispute page be called a dispute over the naming of the Sea of Japan or a dispute over the appointment of a water body between Japan and Korea and the Russian Far East? Given the existence of other names meaning east sea in other languages, should the East Sea be redirected to a disassociation page or to a body of water maued
by Japan, Russia and Korea? Siena College Which is an unincorporinated (and therefore limitless) hamlet of the city of Colonie north of Albany, New York, is this small Catholic liberal art college in Loudonville or Newtonville? The college's website says Loudonville, but how can we believe when Colonie Town Hall across from 9 uses Newtonville for its
address? The debate reaches 30,000 words, returns in all three articles, two are protected, an informal RFC opens and one editor briefly retires. Hata clan No one believes that the Hata tribe of Asia is in any way Jewish. Yet we seem to have an ongoing editing war just about how to put it, with a book ref from the eminent author Jon Entine stating the fact
that all parties (and healthy people) will agree, right there at the bottom of page 117. Vipera palaestinae Snakes from the Middle East are also hilariously politicized! This one is located in Syria, Jordan, Israel, Lebanon and Palestine or palestinian territories. Users have been editing-warring for six years now about how to describe it. The snakes themselves'
opinions on the political status of Palestine are unknown. Szlachta Can khmelnytsky's uprising be described as an anti-Polish revolt? Or was it just a revolt that took place against the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth? Moreover, why was any of this in the main part article on the class of Polish gentlemen? One editor gives up Wikipedia and the other spends
multiple days making multiple arguments on the chat page long after anyone else has probably stopped paying attention. Hop on the chat page to witness some truly remarkable feats of formatting and case studies on how not to use quotes to prove a point. Names Main Page: Wikipedia:Lamest edit wars/Names English names Aeris vs. Aerith Character
Final Fantasy VII was introduced to English audiences in 1997 as Aeris, but its name changed to Aerith in later performances. Was the first name misspelled? Misrepresentation from the original Japanese pronunciation? That's how it was when it was first published in English so that makes it her official name. But later appearances are official, right? She's
been known and named Aeris for years, so it's a common name, but she's been going after Aerith since 2002... With each title in the Compilation Final Fantasy VII (2003) using Aerith, the engagement seems to have ended. Lengthy discussions are archived in talk:Aerith Gainsborough/Name debate archive (page size 113kb). Avengers (comics) Should
there be a separate page for the New Avengers (comics)? Is the team name now New Avengers or is it just the new Avengers? Is this a new comic book entirely or just a continuation of the old one? After a positive vote on the merger, a series of comebacks occur when the editor merges the two by simply merging the merged information into an article,
creating two articles in one. The slow nature of the war with returns means that, technically, no one violates WP:3RR, and requests for help from other administrators go unnoticed because, well, it's pathetic. After a series of exchanges on the chat site questioning people's command of English, as well as their sanity, the problem seems to have been solved
by creating New Avengers (comic book) (keep a note of oh-so-subtle difference) based on WikiProject Comics guidelines. C# In the name of the programming language C#, is this # thing (octothorpe) after C sign number or musical sharp symbol? What's the wrong name template supposed to say? Some argue that the Microsoft FAQ supports a sharp
symbol, while others argue that the ECMA standard promotes the # symbol and has better browser support. Some suggest using # as a superscript (C#), which few editors like. Editors repeatedly returned to each other, some refusing to discuss the issue on the conversation page. The issue was addressed by exchanging emails with Microsoft stating that in
their opinion it is an octothorpe symbol that represents a sharp symbol, similar to &lt;= being a less than equal symbol, and that Microsoft therefore disagrees with ECMA. Written by Netscape, but pronounced Mozilla, eh? Anyone? Clover (creature) The creature in the film Cloverfield was never explicitly named in Or was it? Is Cloverfield the name of a



military casefile, or a monster, or both? Some reporter kept talking about the creature itself as Cloverfield, so let's go with Cloverfield, wait, shouldn't we follow suit with Frankenstein and call him The Cloverfield Creature? Or wait, maybe it should just be a Cloverfield creature, maybe it should be Cloverfield? No, we can't do this, it shows bias and it's not
NPOV. Rumor has it the production staff just called him Clover, but it's just a nickname, it doesn't count, does it? Regardless, we can't use it until we find a source that confirms they call it Clover... Okay, now we have one. How about we bypass all naming conventions and call them Monster/Clover to make everyone happy. No, it's not good, back to Clover.
But wait, it's still not the creature's real name, so we shouldn't use that. Follow and interspersed with kavalkad OK to be that just compromise and set it back &lt;editor's favorite= name=&gt;na . It is extremely important that an article on a fictional topic that has only eluded the AfD is duly named. Quite fun, considering how much edit warring was/is on the site,
it was awarded Good Article Status! Wait, it doesn't matter! Not anymore! Now it's B-Class. No, C-Class according to WikiProject Horror! Compact Disc Compact Disc is a trading name, so it is capitalized. But the logo says Compact Disc. And the term is now used as a generic term for compact discs or compact discs, depending on where they are in the
world. Everyone calls them CDs (or maybe CDs). So where to put the article? Passions have been raised on this compelling topic on the article's conversation page sporadically since 2004. All calm down – relax, have a coffee and listen to your favorite ... Erm... great musical circle. The surprisingly common Lake Devils' Lakes Devils Lake (North Dakota)
Shockingly, there are multiple locations in the United States with the name Devils Lake with and without apostrophes. A very fierce war broke out here about which one should be found, whether an out-of-place site is needed, even because of the use of apostrophising - eventually literally degenerating into my lake is better than yours! Solution: RENAME
FREAKIN' LAKES!!! Eagles (band) Does the name of this band include a definite article? Is it the Eagles or the Eagles? The band's name is Eagles, but all former and current band members talk about their tenure with The Eagles in published interviews and on official websites. From the first sentences of the band's biographies about Allmusic,[20] Rolling
Stone,[21] and The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame,[22] we can see how a world outside of WP writes about them. Despite these facts, every tequila sunrise &lt;/editor's &gt;odd and concerted efforts ([23][24][25][26][27][28][29][30][31]) to delete ... the from all the cases in the article, (it even spills over into the article of a band member [32][33]), which leads to an
unpleasant bizarre speech that even the band members themselves would surely laugh at. Someone needs to tell Don Felder to change the title of his book, because he's clearly wrong. Eris (dwarf planet) Was Eris named after the Greek goddess Eris or the Greek and discourdanical goddess Eris? Does it matter that the IAU and the discoverer Michael E.
Brown mentioned only the Greek aspect, even though the reference mythological event was identical to the Original Snub? Is mentioning Discordianism POV because it gives religion unnecessary weight? Edit the war results in the loss of good article status and temporary locking of articles (but now the featured article, hoorah!). A fight of Discord! The war
was finally resolved by not actually mentioning what kind of goddess Eris was. See also: Pluto and Ceres (dwarf planet). European Robin The fierce debate over whether English Robin is an alternative common name for the European Robin, often simply named Robin. One editor persisted [34] [35] [36] [37] in adding this essential data despite opposition,[38]
[39] [40], until there was a concession of sorts ... Or not. Or is perseverance worth it? Maybe not. Is this the last word? Who knows... Can he suspend the coconut from the shell? [41] Taste of Love Should season 2 winner Deelishis be credited as her birth name, Chandra Davis, or her stage name, London Charles? Months of IP plugins followed and months
if you return without discussion, you will be blocked!. In the end, no one was blocked and the dispute came to a close on its own, possibly because both sides realized they were fighting over a woman who willingly went on a reality television show to fall in love with Flavor Flav. Yes, boyeeeeeeee! G4techTV Canada Does the name of the Canadian TV
channel, originally an offshoot of the American namesake, the word Canada in its official title, ergo it should be engecked in the title? This is a terribly important matter, as evidenced by the intense war of moves and the circular debate on the chat site. Fossil fuel for reciprocation of piston motors equipped with spark plugs Gasoline gasoline gasoline gasoline
gas mixture refined flammable organic liquid compounds for reciprocation of piston motors equipped with spark plugs Should this substance be called 'gasoline' or 'gasoline'? See the conversation page to discuss the total number of English speakers in the world (and whether Americans should be considered an important part); the relative usefulness of
search engines, followed by the release of different pie maps and tables; claims that British Wikipedia nationals are ready to reestablish the British Empire by moving the pages to the British countercedetus that Americans who want gasoline are their usual nationalist/cultural-imperialist selves; RFC nominations, warring debates and page deletion debates,
failed attempts to reach compromise through some truly creepy article names (far beyond the proposed Gasoline (Gasoline) and Gasoline (gasoline) and even creating templates for separating the article into sections individually tailored to both the Commonwealth and American English tastes. Gasoline has been doused for now, partly because it was
originally the title of the article, but the fallout has yet to be resolved. Finally, although he does not try to pour fuel over the fire, it should be noted that in Arab countries (his birthplace, after all), and a lot of Europe, people call it gasoline. The sex of God or is it the sex of God? How about The Genus of the Gods, you have to remember those damn heathens.
Or is it the Sex of the Gods? Is sex more appropriate than gender? Is God/God/gods/gods at all appropriate? How about (d/D)ivine entit(ies/y) ... or (s/S)ready (b/B)eing(s) ... or some mixture of all of the above? Meanwhile, this does not correspond to religions without the explicit sex (or is it the explicit gender?). We haven't decided yet, but rest assured, while
some silly people try in vain to reach consensus, those with the power prove their point with a comeback. There have even been threats from ArbCom. Silent Hill: Hospitalized or imprisoned Alessa is trapped, but how trapped do you have to be to be considered captured? This forced medical aid makes all the difference in the world, so why should we need
the word captured? While playing the game, the user can get the idea that the character implies something, so a subtle win winr into the camera means something else entirely; something that could affect the whole conspiracy and our pride, to go with the source material? It was important to some, obviously, because a massive edit war broke out here and
there over a few words and the war would still be going on, were it not for the fact that administrators did some shallow digging and discovered that the instigator of the editing war was a famed blocked user who was found to be creating no fewer than 23 sockpuppet accounts. Heather from Silent Hill 3 The protagonist from Konami's survival horror video
game Silent Hill 3 is known to those who played the game as Heather. But what's his name? Is morris after the actress who portrayed her? Is it a Freemason? Does anyone care? Many sources disagree. 'My source is worth more than yours' edit war broke out in an unlikely place. It wasn't on the page for the character in question. Certainly not on the game
itself page. It actually broke out on Silent Hill 3 blurb on the show's preview page and its chat site. Halo 1, Halo 2 and Halo 3 If there are notifications about the differences in the relevant articles Halo video games band Nine Inch Nails personal Halo numbers for their albums? Does Trent Reznor's acceptance of numbers mean anything? Are Halo's numbers
significant enough to be dismembered? Will people be looking for Halo 2 or 3, not expecting video game information? Is halo shape Halo 3 or halo_03 HALO 3? Fortunately, this debate does not appear to have rekindled with the release of Halo on 4 October. Hillary Clinton Should Hillary Clinton or Hillary Rodham Clinton say in the infobox? This protracted
editing war since 6 June 2015 has led to two full protections, while also leading to the loss of halfback indefinitely after one has expired. It also led to RFC stopping the war. Wait, that's Hillary Diane Rodham now?! Interstate 75 Is the southern terminus interstate 75 in Hialeah, Florida, or would it serve the typical Wikipedia reader better if the infobox said near
Miami, Florida, a more famous city with twice as many residents 10 miles away? The straw vote after the debate indicated that most participants preferred the latter text, but there was no consensus. The debate (and the editing war) calmed down for several months until someone affiliated with Miami Dade College, whose Hialeah campus, er, near Miami,
rekindled the reversions by insisting that the phrase should be listed with an online reference and that near Miami violates WP:NPOV. Since then, the dispute – mainly through edit comments – has widened when asked whether those quoted in Hialeah should trump the unpoily near Miami. The dispute has caught up with MDC students and faculty against a
handful of Wikipedians who believe precedent should prevail. As the stalemate continues, the rest of the world passes... until finally, it seems in Hialeah, FL near Miami, with a quote! gets a nod. Lady Jane Grey Was she really queen of England? Should her site be with Jane of England or Lady Jane Grey? Should She be called Her Majesty Queen Jane?
Does her husband deserve to be included on the United Kingdom's List of Royal Conse? (Notice that until recently, the Royal Conse of the United Kingdom was a red link, unlike the times in Liverpool.) It resulted in many cutting page moves and a story, multi-page edits and flaming ones on those conversation pages. The warriors didn't get hurt even when it
stood out how dead Jane was on her own, though mercifully none of them met the same fate as their subject by having their heads untied. Although that would reduce the chatter! Libertarian socialism Various supporters of the American Libertarian Party (founded in 1971) claim to possess the meaning of the word libertarianism, that putting alongside
socialism is a contradiction in terms of, and thus libertarian socialism (described 1850) could not possibly have existed. A war of editing ensued and a war of demands for deletion. J.K. Rowling Is her name pronounced as rolling or rhymes with howling? Rowling claims to pronounce his name as rolling. The irritating editor claims it is a British pronunciation
and the American pronunciation of her name should also be noted. It's a bit funny because she's English, and therefore, of course, she'll pronounce it in an English way. Cue endless spats on talk sites about whose arguments are more cogent, and more reversion. The question is finally resolved (in a way) very, very, very obliquely implying that she
pronounces her name rolling, rather than stating that this is how her name is pronounced. Edit's war was brief, but, astonishingly, other people have since signed up and filed the same complaint. Maybe it rhymes with Trolling? On the other hand, rhymes themselves are dangerous POV. [42] Nobel Prize in Economics Should this article (and other articles and
templates mentioning this award) use the common name of the prize, the official name, the Bank of Sweden Economic Sciences Award in memory of Alfred Nobel, an even more official name, Sveriges Riksbanks pris and economical vetenskap do Nobel Alfreds minne, or perhaps a compromise name, the Nobel Memorial Prize in Economics? The
indomitable discussion included endless discussions, sought-after moves, re-wars, blocks, and oddly enough, two (N/n)obel awards[quote required]. Richard Kyanka An inconsistent brawl over whether the article should be named Richard Kyanka or Richard Charles Kyanka. At least anon editors who insist on inserting a middle name have provided good
verifiable sources. The motif of the Missing Sun Is it a collection of myths or a motif? Should the Sun capitalize or not? What about the underground? Editing warring here for these and other important issues involved four editors and most of the history of the article. The Pope's title Is he the supreme pontiff or just a Bishop of Rome? Portal:Pope/Intro says
that the latter is one and a half years after its creation; then in December 2008. Proof of lameness: A screenshot of the site's history is now the leading image on the edit warring page. Richard Neustadt Two months of editing the war on whether [Harry S Truman] should be written on the page President Truman] or President [[Harry S Truman]] » (plus the
same with several other presidents). Once Upon Ay Time in Mumbai Dobaari! Should the name of this Bollywood gangster film be Once Upon a Time in Mumbaai Again, Once Upon a Time In Mumbaai Gooda, Once Upon a Time in Mumbaai Gooda, Once Upon a Time in Mumbai 2, Once Upon a Time in Mumbai Again, Once Upon a Time in Mumbai
Dobaara!, Once Upon a Time in Mumbai Dobaara!, Once Upon a Time in Mumbai Dobaara!, Once Upon a Time in Mumbai ay Time in Mumbaai Dobaara!, Once Upon Ay Time In Mumbai Dobaara!, Once Upon Ay Time in Mumbai Dobaara!, or Once Upon ay Time in Mumbai Dobaara!? The filmmakers don't seem to know either. That didn't stop Wikipedia
from moving the page 14 times between May and August 2013. The disgraced planet Pluto has been considered a planet for decades, becoming a dwarf planet (as defined by the IAU) in 2006. Shortly thereafter, he was neatly assigned a smaller number of planets since 134340. Much dispute followed on the page to discuss whether the article should be on
134340 Pluto or whether the disgraced planet should keep its simpler name (or, for that matter, whether it should be considered a planet or not). Potrero Hills The Potrero Hills are a series of low hills on the western edge of Richmond, California. They're pretty memorable; that's where the Chevron oil refinery is happening. But is it the Chevron Richmond
refinery or the Chevron Richmond Refinery? On-and-off editing war over this detail roils for months. After an infuriating (if exciting) administrator goes to the length of full site protection, the war spills over into Potrero Hill, San Francisco, where it is now debated whether the disassociation mark at the top should say: For the Potrero Hills in Richmond,
California, see Potrero Hills or For bluffs in Richmond, California, see... or For a smaller mountain range .... Sega Genesis and Sega Mega Drive Is mega ...... Or isn't it? Is Sega's 16-bit Genesis console or Mega Drive? What is the real name for the article? Or should it be called a fourth-generation Sega console? The article has been moved from one name to
another multiple times, there are FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS and Untruths in FAQs on the issue, and the war has spilled over into Wikipedia talk:Article headlines. The article currently sits in Sega Genesis, and reached the enshrined status of an article in December 2013, so it looks like the debate is finally over... at least until Megatron Mega Drive
(which is obviously the correct title of the article), is raised again ... Scotland is a Scottish constituent country (which connects to a constituent country) or a country within a country (which connects to a constituent country) or a country (which connects to a country), or a semiautonomous division of the United Kingdom, or a semiautonomous constituent
division of the United Kingdom, or a semiautonomous division of the United Kingdom, or a parent nation. , or nation, or kingdom, or part, or province, or region, or combination of any of the above, or none of the above? There have also been similar editing wars on sites about England, Northern Ireland and Wales. Following the fine tradition of truly crappy
editing wars, the conflict spilled over into unlikely places - for example, cities connected to Scottish cities had flag icons He switched between the Union Jack and Scotland, with collateral damage seen on Colin McRae and Chris Hoy (whose page during the 2008 Olympics removed/added the Union Jack from nationality and the switch between being British
and Scottish). St Pancras vs. St Pancras International What name should Wikipedia give to the article on the Railway Station in London from which direct international passenger trains depart? Should it first and foremost be given the historic, shorter, simpler and everyday St Pancras or the (mostly) official, longer, more formal and descriptive St Pancras
International? Should the UK convention on calling train station X train station in favour of X station be abolished? For that matter, since St is an abbreviation, should it stop al more (I'm not kidding)? All pretty lame as they all refocus on the article and the two most popular variations are bold in the lead anyway. More moves followed and a stupidly long, long,
long court case on the interview site (along with Exhibit A and various friends). It's not settled yet. Star Trek (I/i)nto Darkness Is it Into or into? A simple capitalised letter led to, as xkcd neatly summed up, Forty thousand words of discussion, before proposing a compromise solution ~*~ StAr TrEk InTo DaRkNeSs ~*~. And that's more than three months before
the movie opens. Representatives of Star Stargaz neglected to comment. State routes Should articles for U.S. government routes use the State Route xx or Ruta xx (state) format or something else (where is the xx route number)? There have been numerous edit battles and huge discussions about official terms versus common ground and through uniformity
against state individuality. Some advocated a pipe-tricked version, while others preferred a complete de-adhesion method. This skirmish raged for about a full year between roadfans, WikiProject members of American roads, regular editors and administrators, resulting in several suspended sentences and even a song. The debate was finally resolved by a
survey after three previous nominating conventions (#1, #2, #3) failed to resolve the conflict. In the end, the State Route xx format prevailed by a small margin. All articles of the state route in the United States are grandfathers in this format. Looks like the fourth try is charm! Here is a report on the entire war and the final peace agreement. Straight Outta
Lynwood For this Weird Al Yankovic CD, the dispute over whether outta should be capitalized has spawned lengthy threads on the admin ad, as well as allegations of abuse and site protection. The arguments focus on whether Outta is an assumption, whether it is relevant that it is not shorter than five letters, and whether the way the title is written on a real
CD is more important than our style manual. Until the change in the naming convention, Outta Lynwood can be SOL (or SoL). Cornelius Vanderbilt When a vandal attacked and a good user returned all but one of their alterations, a war of editing ensued over whether Cornelius was nicknamed The Ass or not. Another good user stopped a brief editing war by
adding comments about missed vandalism. Tuatara That weird little reptile from New Zealand, no waiting, it's a diapsyd, no it's a reptile, no it's a taller animal, reptile again, taller animal again, reptile once again, ... amniot (??) The drama unfolds ... But the tuatar himself just doesn't care. Oh yes, I know! Her Late Majesty Must the Queen passed away for
more than a century still be stylised here by Her Majesty, an epithet conventionally reserved for the current monarch? This great dispute (a fading reflection of the warring here), filling the pages for conversation and editing history, has spilled over to other British monarchs, other royals and title holders, several countries that have had or had a monarchy here,
applicants and other royal pretensions, and even hundreds of holders of the papacy, where popes have been confirmed here for centuries as His Holiness, losing and blasing support The ongoing discussions deal with the date format, and the used or unused, existing or nonexistent surname surnames of the names of the names of the names of former
fiefdoms (some inherited names, but very few are sure what exactly they are) monarchs and relatively unknown variants of those (as well as the putative name of the horse of her late majesty's husband's family), with most of the editing being extremely trivial. The parties involved guarantee only to target accuracy, and certainly some argument goes deeper
than was believed to be humanly possible. It even created an editing war over whether it could be mentioned here. The truce, seemingly imposed by the royal intervention that dragged innocent bystander Prince Michael of Kent, Scottish accents and snail slime, seems to be holding up, although occasionally some new consequences are being created. Local
girl makes good Five views of the nobility again, mostly the same parties warring - but this time, align the opposite. Can an American woman who made her former king her catch retain the title given to her by marriage... or did the attitude steal our king reason enough to (posthumously) return her to the surname of her second husband, Wallis Simpson? See
how opposing POVPs enter the debate: the figures who wanted majesty and highness used in the articles of every minor royal MP claiming to deprive an American girl of her only title of nobility, and knightly Americans fighting to a metaphorical death in defense of a compatriot's rights. It was interesting whether it was fatal or not that she married her Duke
after his abdication, and this applies to various and sundry Austrian, Russian and Romanian monarchies lost, as well as to sisters-in-law and fergie (no, (no, that Fergie or the other Fergie). Wii Is this an article about the Wii or Nintendo Wii? If it's a Wii, should it only be called Wii or Wii? Or maybe Nintendo's Wii? Does he rhyme with Us or Wee? Should Wee
connect to urine? Is Wee slang or a euphemism for urine? Is that a British or international word for urine? Is it even worth mentioning in the article? (not to mention small as synonymous with small or scaled-down) Only some of the hard-hit issues that sparked more than 1,500 changes two weeks apart - long before the console was even released, and not
long before a major war broke out over unofficial external connections leading to a huge straw mast to end the issue, and continuing debates over whether they are the console's official or unofficial names (according to official Nintendo policy , the console is called Wii, not Nintendo Wii) and its plugins (for example, Wii Remote aka Wii-mote aka Wiimote) are
more commonly used and which should be mentioned in which articles. William of Orange Is that the name of one king of England and also some completely obscure minor characters in the fog of history - or was it actually the name of two important and well-known Protestant heads of state, etc.? It has become the subject of a diversion dispute. This vital
question divided a bunch of eminent history readers and led to a renewed war that alternated reorientation almost every hour. Casual viewers held their breath on arrival to check the current position of that weather forecast. As the use of names in English-speaking cultures was considered to be a determining factor, there were attempts to count English
speakers almost manually in New Zealand, South Africa, etc. Extensive and detailed arguments on several pages of conversations and pages with user stalks included claims about the original primary authorship of the redirect, as well as accusations of nationalist POV, filibustering and using all tricks in the box. This teaches us some things about
deployment sites and potential issues surrounding even such tools. The official poll resulted in a 9-5 vote in favor of renaming the divisive site as simply William of Orange, with most of the outbursts being resolved. There was an animal that also called itself William of Orange, but luckily it is a pigeon, an animal that generally symbolizes peace, so the war of
editing and the participants did not harm this unfortunate pigeon (as well as the fact that it is the only non-human named William of Orange). U.S. Post Office Many post offices in the United States are known as the U.S. Post Office, Podunk Branch - unless, of course, it should be the United States, not the U.S. Which one's better? More accurately? More
respect? (Respectfully?) Tackling this included an edit war dragging on sources ranging from the National Park Service to the U.S. Congress. Whoa nelly Nellie. Includes other languages Bolzano-Bozen or Bozen-Bolzano This city in northern Italy has two official names, Bolzano and Bozen, which are used together on street signs and the like. Should the
article be under Bolzano, Boson, Bolzano-Bozen, Bolzano (Bozen) or Bozen-Bolzano? Surely one of these Italian-German German-Italian names is English use; or should we try Botzen? Or Bolzano-Bozen-Bulsan-Bocen-Bocen-Bolzan-Bauzanum-Bocenas-Bulsaun-Bolzanu-Buzzanu? This spread to several chat sites; two separate resettlement requests
from Bozen-Bolzano to Bolzano-Bozen stand out so far (or was it the other way around?). Gdanzig / Dańsk Danzig? Gdańsk? Gdanjzig? In Dańsk? Dgadnazńisgk? Gdanzsikg? Edit wars take place for most of Wikipedia's history given the exact name of this Polish German German Prussian East-North European Baltic City. The editing war is so notorious that
it is mentioned in the log of Wikipedia's first IRC chat from April 2006. The war of editing is detailed in the chapter of the book. Perhaps ironically, the city hosted Wikimania in 2010. After some 50,000 words and 16 appointments of talk archives, you may need some juicy Kiev Kiev chicken. Kiev / Kiev The capital of Ukraine had the (wrong)wealth of its
Russian name Kiev which is internationally much better known than its native Ukrainian name Kiev. The Ukrainian government's best efforts to determine by law the name of its own capital in English have led only to the editing and re-prevention of the Wikipedia wars, as some editors have refused to follow the government's decision, insisting that the most
famous version be used. Since it was inconceivable that any of the warring camps were wrong in their claims, NPOV policy must have been wrong. In September 2020, everyone noticed that the rest of the world had already been accepted by Kiev, and the article was moved despite much crying and sleaze of teeth. Tsushima Pool Is it important to know that
Korea was preparing to officially register the name Ulleung Basin? The ocean feature is known by the Japanese name Tsushima basin and under the Korean name Ulleung basin. There is also a lot of discrepancies which name is a more commonly used name in English for a place that mostly no one knows. (Also look at the associated lame editing war for
the country making Tsushima subprefecture below and related edit war regarding Liancourt Rocks above.) The University of Sydney Does this university have a Latin name, Universitas Sidneiensis, and should it appear in the infobox? Is checking old book stamps in university library repositrooms an original survey or even research? Is the proof of name from
the primary source or secondary source? The battle eventually failed when everyone. Worries. 2006 FIFA World Cup in Swiss standard Germany, ss used instead ligature ß. Should the German name use Fußball or Fussball? Despite the fact that even the German version of the site was inconsistent, many editors were convinced that they knew best, and the
editing war still lives on. See also Voßstraße below. Voßstraße Edit the war over which name to use: Voßstrasse, Vossstrasse, or even Voss strasse or Voss-strasse. Lengthy, unproductive discussions include readability, respect for original spelling, a wide range of silly names, ani thread, a call to arms, two separate AfD discussions, a short-haul war, and
Der Spiegel ranking it among the five most aupsurd discussions on Wikipedia. See also the 2006 FIFA World Cup. Dates Main page: Wikipedia:Lamest edit wars/Dates 2006 Atlantic hurricane season Should the tropical cyclone that formed on December 30, 2005 and lasted until January 6, 2006 (Tropical Storm Zeta) be placed in an article about the Atlantic
hurricane season in 2006? This has only happened once known time before, so there is clearly no pre-existing consensus. The debate ultimately explores the terms of hurricane season, how long it lasts, why hurricane followers are so attached to the concept of hurricane season, and even whether the stapler moved from one table to another is considered
on another table. It was a truly astonishing debate that lasted seven months, drew comparisons to civil unions and gay marriage, and could be reignite at any moment. (January 2006 editing history) Also, why isn't the section title called 2005 Atlantic Hurricane Season or Tropical Storm Zeta? Atlantic hurricane season 2007 Ann Coulter Edit's war over whether
she was born in 1961 or 1963, settled in 1961 after some damning evidence was found. Bill &amp; Ted's Excellent Adventure Was it published in 1988 and '89, respectively? Was it posted straight to the video before it hit theaters? If so, does that count? Death by Stereo Was this band officially formed in 1996 or 1998? December 25Th Should or must we
not state the birth of Jesus of Nazareth at birth? If so, should his date of birth be 1 January 2017? Or 1 BCE or 1 CE? Or even year zero? And should he be listed as Jesus of Nazareth, Jesus Christ, Jesus only, etc.? Jamie Lynn Spears Was born in 1991? After years of birth in 1991, her publicist makes a mistake and accidentally mentions that she is 13
years old (2005), and all hell breaks loose. Jennifer Lopez Born in 1969 or 1970? Even after a detailed explanation in the 1969 age fabrication article, many were still certain that 1970 was the year of the 1970s. Jimmy Wales Early in Wikipedia history, when dinosaurs roamed the Earth (or pecked seeds from the bottom their cages), Jimbo recorded his own
date of birth in the annales of the Wikimedia Foundation, as well as a page to discuss the article. Then, in 2007, he changed his mind and used surveillance tools to unsign his original modifications. A war of editing ensued over original research and whether Jimbo should be allowed to revoke his own birthday announcement, resulting in not one but four
secondary sources attached to this day. The Mountain Meadows massacre There are ongoing arguments and editing wars over whether to include the word Friday in the date of the event. Nancy Reagan Was born in 1921? Or 1923. (This also came as a result of age-related fabrication) After a day of editing, does anyone really care that much? [43] [44] [45]
[46] [47] [48] Ned's atomic garbage can Is their independent EP Ingredients published in 1989 the most important of all. Pennywise (band) Did they publish their independent EP Wildcard in 1988, 1989 or 1992? The user claims it was filmed in 1989 but was not published until 1992. Is there any evidence whether it was officially published before or after the
second EP A Word from the Wise? The band has a compilation called Wildcard/A Word from the Wise, which contains both EPs, so does that mean Wildcard was actually released before Word of the Wise? Killer Did the band form in 1981? Some sources (such as Metal-Archives.com) cite 1981 as the date, but the soundtrack to the Apocalypse box set
booklet says they were created in 1982. Suffer (album) Is this album Bad Religion officially recorded and released in 1987 or 1988? Details on its official website claim 1987 as a date, but the CD release actually printed in 1988 as the release date and liner notes on the album also reads April 1988 as a recording date. Robin Williams Was born in 1951? The
problem stems from the fact that one biography says 1952. One expert against hundreds of amateurs. Who's right, David or Goliath? Wikipedia:Requests for Arbitration/Delinquency Date Should the Year Appear as 2009 or 2009? Six months of editing the warment goes through three requests for comment and culminates in a full arbitration case. The
arbitration committee even considers it necessary to enact a temporary injunction. The six-month arbitration case ends with 19 principles, 47 fact findings and 32 remedies. Numbers and statistics Main page: Wikipedia:Lamest edit wars/Numbers and statistics André the Giant Was he 7'1? 7'4? 6'10? Has his height been consistent throughout his career? Is
that in relation to his actual height or the height at which the promoters charged him? Has its actual height decreased in recent years due to the effects of acromegaly or back surgery? He was tall, just leave it at that. At least the editors can agree it's not a subpolar. Baltimore Is the climate in the city subtropical or continental? Is there a snowstorms a year, or
a few? Do some winters bring less than an inch of snow or just a clue? How often does it reach below 10°F or, for that matter, 5°F, or even 0°F? Is the January average low at 29°F or 23°F? And which weather station most accurately describes Baltimore's climate? These seemingly easily verifiable facts have been the subject of a slow-motion editing war for
many months, with the occasional jockey for position (for example, winter warm fronts can bring short periods of spring weather, while Arctic fronts drop temperatures into the teens vs. However, winter warm fronts can bring periods of spring weather, while arctic fronts can briefly lower temperatures into the teens) continuing to this day. Beijing Capital
International Airport Never mind what it says on the airport website, our nationalist pride is more important! Let's boost those numbers! (Also seen at Toronto Pearson International Airport, Kochi and many others.) Bollywood movies Let's blow up the profits of our movies and blow everyone else's profits out. But wait, they're doing the same thing. Can anyone
tell the real story? (See the history of individual films, such as Paglu, Shotru, Khokababu, etc.) Harry Chappas listed at 5'3, admits he's taller Is he really 5'5? Or 5'6? Is the latter an unsealed claim valid? Sockpuppeting follows about an inch. The chicken, Alaska Box in the bottom right corner compresses the lameness of this dispute. Every so many, tempers
flare over demographic statistics created by the bot, and it adds to the encyclopedia back in the dark ages (more precisely in 2002) and the Wikipedia attitude = The Story of Everyone, Someone, Anyone, and No One Adopted by many editors toward fixing these entries when information is not very useful to readers. For example, do we need to know that the
median income in this city was $66,250? Did the original research write 3 instead of 50% of 6? In response to the sentence For every 100 females there were 88.9 males, the eloquent statement of one editor says it all: THERE ARE SEVENTEEN PEOPLE IN THE VILLAGE, for God's sake! And this is based on the 2000 Census; Imagine how much more
anacronym and unpleasant these statistics would be if it were based on a population of 7 inhabitants of the 2010 Chicken Census! Speaking of which, see also Prudhoe Bay, Alaska: while nowhere near as lame, editing warring dragged on that article for years for more or less the same reason. Ironically, addressing the issue in this case resulted in the article
being effectively abandoned before the 2010 Census. And if all that didn't get home enough, here's what one editor had to say about Port Clarence, Alaska back in 2005: What's the point of saying they exist males for every 100 females, if there are only 21 people in total? Why don't I just tell the truth— there's one woman, 20 men? Unfortunately, no known
editing wars arose from this statement. However, we have learned two things: Alaska has a number of under-populated communities, and the way many under-populated communities are portrayed on Wikipedia is truly lame. But can they be called under-populated if Alaska as a whole is sparsely populated? Cyclone Larry It is widely acknowledged that Larry
was a Category 5 storm on the Australian tropical cyclone scale (one that matters given Larry) ... But what about the Saffir-Simpson hurricane scale? Was that a Category 3? Category 4? Category 5 maybe? Shortly after Larry landed in Queensland, Australia, a warring montage broke out and the chat site became filled with personal attacks and egos. The
death star Is it 75 miles (75 mi) or 100 miles (99 mi)? Even 900 km (560 mi)? How are they going to say that? Is the hyperdrive class 3 or 4? Who cares? George Lucas obviously doesn't know. Of course, he's not the one stuck with the life-or-death decision to pick a torpedo of the right caliber to blow it up. But for a rebel pilot, it's very important! This is a war,
after all. Falkland Islands Before it became a prominent article in July 2014. Not surprisingly, see all the controversial topics at play: their contentious status between the UK and Argentina, their appointment as Falkland or Malvinas, coastal, fishing and mineral rights, the reasonably recent war, etc., etc. But who knew the most controversial question would be
whether to specify distances with miles first and miles [-meter?] second, or vice versa? August 2005 World Cup United States? Yugoslavia? A year before the 2006 Football World Cup, The New York Times 2010 World InfoBox Championship Or Müller, Villa, Sneijder, Forlán? List alphabetically, or according to FIFA's Golden Cleats award where assists and
playing time are tie-breaks. The fight continues more than a year after the players went home. Couldn't any of them have scored another goal and been saved by trouble? Hard disk How big is this hard drive, exactly? More than 160,000 bytes (or more than 156 kibibytes) took over the debate, with the site locked for days [49] [50] while it was resolved. Not
that you can now figure out how the hard drive works from this article, despite all the editorial efforts spent. The heights of U.S. presidents and presidential candidates are 45. 6'2? Should it be noted that its height is disputed? Several registered users and IPs have been involved in the long-running dispute since the 2016 elections. Unfortunately, it seems that
this discussion about one centimeter will not be resolved soon, and only his hairdresser knows for sure. In December 2019 he received the crown of edit war lameness: media attention, as Gizmodo pronounced by The Dumbest Wikipedia Edit War of The Dumbest Decade iPad (3rd generation) Should 4G be included when in reference to LTE even though it
does not technically meet 4G requirements? PlayStation 4 Here's a penny for your thoughts: should our default retail price for this video game console, $399.99, be rounded up to the nearest dollar and listed as $400, despite being technically incorrect and sources stating otherwise? A minor dispute has also broken out over which prices should be shown at
all. Rey Mysterio, Jr. Is he 5'2? 5'3? 5'5? Did he make his debut at 5'4 and later grow to 5'5? Is he actually 5'6? Should the official WWE website be taken as accurate despite the usual practice of increasing height and weights for entertainment purposes? What about the heights as they appear in video games? This war of editing, which was strongly
contested because of many conflicting sources, led to a bizarre compromise by listing its height at 5'41/2 with the text We came to a compromise between 5'2 and 5'5. thus throwing out all sources and making a claim based on the middle, not accuracy ... On 1 February 2008, it was replaced again by 5'6. Preteen Are they 8-12 years old? 9–12? 10–12? 8–
13? Even 17 years? Webster says something different from Oxford. The American dictionary says otherwise. What about the people typing in all the hats? Street Fighter character articles Drawn up reverted wars over the correct heights and weights of fictional characters such as Ken Masters and Balrog are ultimately solved so that statistics are completely
absent. Should full character names or abbreviations be used? Let's not get into a dispute over the appointment of Vega/M. Bison/Balrog. TNA World Heavyweight Championship Is Kurt Angle the first champion, or is he Christian Cage? When the NWA World Heavyweight Championship was withdrawn from the TNA by NWA, did the TNA recognise the
physical title as a TNA world title, or did Angle win nothing when he took the belt from Cage? Is Angle in his first or second title? And a discussion about various wrestling writers and webmasters and whose opinion is better than the other. Transponder (aeronautics) 7500. Four simple numbers that have received an add/remove/add/remove/consensus-
add/remove-anyway/ADD editing war in progress, in slow-motion and, perhaps, still pending on this page. What caused all the squawking? The fact that 7500 is an emergency code that you put into a transponder when She's been kidnapped. Although the code is public information provided by the Federal Aviation Administration and is available in the
manual of any student pilot to be grabbed from the shelf, IP editors are constantly removing it from the article. Because, obviously, future hijackers use Wikipedia as their only source of aircraft information, and they would recognize the code if the pilot entered it, while it could be entered without recognition in another way, or at least so the IPs claim. One
even left an editing summary in which he said: Deleted reference to the abduction code for secutity [sic] reasons. (Yes - I know it is also available in other places ...). Consensus keeps the code on the page, connected (after another benevolent IP removed the code) to the administrator admid in editing. WrestleMania III Was attendance questionable at
78,000 or 93,178 – or is it indeed 75,500? Is Dave Meltzer an unreliable source because he's personally against McMahon? Is McMahon an unreliable source because he's pro-McMahon? Should Meltzer be considered a journalist because he is a freelancer for the LA Times and Sports Illustrated, or as a self-depreced hacker running a tabloid? Either way, it
led to a lot of tears and an eight-month editing war. WrestleMania 23 And because all wrestling feuds deserve a disappointing rematch, an almost identical dispute has broken out regarding the true attendance of this WWE event, which may have set an all-time record for a particular sporting arena that existed for four years. The debate included insults,
roadblocks and an editor claiming Dave Meltzer is not a reliable source for Dave Meltzer. Also included is the question of whether statistics ending with 7,000 people can be trusted. It ended with WWE's request being left alone for now, until the next exciting editmaaaaaani sequel! Yao Ming How tall is this famous Chinese basketball player? Spelling and
punctuation Main page: Wikipedia:Lamest edit wars/Spelling and punctuation Spelling aluminum(s)um Researchers and manufacturers of Element 13 differently called things aluminum, alumium, aluminum and aluminum. Speakers and writers of American and Canadian English spell it aluminum (as well as ACS). The non-American English-speaking world
writes it aluminum (as does IUPAC), where the article usually stands – with two letters and. There are occasional attempts to return the word to aluminum. See here and here for gory historical details. As a measure of the scale of this territorial feud, the conversation page specifically dedicated to this debate is over 40,000 words of mind/ium discussion. Avril
Lavigne Did her radio hit from her debut album, Let Go, write I'm With You, or was it written I'm With You? Intense editing of the warring followed and continues around this contentious matter. Many personal attacks and a request to protect the site are also included. Brazil constantly change the spelling of the country's name to Brasil, because it is the local
name of the country. But since both pronunciations have the same sound as z, but the correct spelling in Portuguese is s, Brazilians / Brasilians consider z spelling error. There have been heated debates about spelling, saying it's American imperialism. Coraline (movie) Is it jerkwad or? He reached AN3 [51]. Color or color Many editors have corrected this
word, although both versions are technically correct. Similar to honor/honor, program against program. Toe-may-toe, toe-MAH-toe. Puma and cheetah should capitalize on Puma? What better time to go to war again on this important issue than 9/11? The war over capitalization erupts again a few months later, this time simultaneously in Cougar and Cheetah,
and leads to complete protection of both articles. Danah Boyd writes it like Danah Boyd. Some say the official style guidelines say Danah Boyd should be written; others say they allow exceptions for the subject's personal preferences. Are the existing references used by all lower-level agrees sufficient and independent enough to allow for the exemption of the
style guide? Or are the scientific publications of her and her colleagues biased and unavoidable references? Cue extensive editing (and rename) engagement ... Dovzhenko This Soviet Ukrainian film director is an example of wars over whether the ukrainians' first name should be Olexandr instead of Russia's Alexander or international Alexander. e
(mathematical constant) In addition to discussing whether it is actually a number or not, the page has seen a controversy about whether the title of the article begins with the letter E or the symbol ℮ (reminiscent of the letter e) due to technical limitations of the article name in relation to the desire to avoid marking the article as {{wrongtitle}} or {{lowercase}.
Gray or gray? Squirrels can not spell; How about rats with bushy tails? Eastern gray squirrel native species in North America where the dominant spelling is gray. Invasive species in the United Kingdom where they call it gray. Nationalist tempers have been tiling for two years in a slow and relentless war of editing after a substanting request for comment
allegedly resolves the issue in favor of (affection) Americans. Disgruntled Brits keep coming back, changing and that's e, without ever suggesting changing the headlines for an article. The British are coming! The British are coming! For weapons! Hannover 96 One n or two letters n? Filling in many chat pages and a lot of time. It's nobody's business except
the Turks Istanbul It was Constantinople, but is it Istanbul or İstanbul now? Several editors are making nuclear war because of the small stain above I, bringing a new meaning to the word iota. (Let's hope this doesn't get Christians and fighting all over again.) Orange (color) Cut-and-paste move on American color spelling. Backtracking and statements that
Canada, Australia and the rest of the world where it writes colors didn't matter because the United States wrote it in color. Other attempts follow, with one attempt to move to simple Orange to end the war. Similar wars over the correct spelling of the word colo[u]r have happened many more times than anyone wants to count. Pittsburgh According to an article
on Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh is one of the few U.S. cities to be written with an h at the end of a burg suffix. From 1890 to 1911 the city was removed, but, after a public campaign, was officially restored by the United States Committee on geographical names. During the description of the events, or Merkle's Boner, from 1908. A later editor decided it
was a mistake and changed it back to Pittsburgh. Thus, a cycle arises in which someone records the history of editing and reinserts contemporary spelling, and the next editor assumes the simple stupidity of the last and adds back h. This new version of Merkle's Boner makes Pittsburgh (h) the ping-pong capital of Wikipedia, and we'll probably never get an h
from here. Posek Should a short shwa sound that almost no one actually speaks in a plural form of this word be represented in the transliteration e? What about the one in the abstract psak/sand din that people will naturally say whether it's there or not? More than a dozen return in both directions, two page protections later, and over ten pages of discussion
on the chat site, this issue of huge imports remains without consensus. At one point a great apostrophic compromise (pos'kim and p'sak din) was proposed, but after its rejection as the most conscientious idea, the emanjement of the status quo remains. The next war of editing is likely to be over the most acoustic flavo[u]r. Potato chips Should chips be
flavoured or flavoured? What is the origin of chips, America or Ireland? Four users return war on these important issues resulting in the site getting protected and listed on RfC. As a compromise, chips have become experienced. And they don't even talk about chips? Spice and Wolf A lot of time has been spent on whether the name of the wolf deity in the
series should be spelled Holo or Horo. Starting in January 2008, the war continues eight years later in 2016. Sources are provided for spelling like Holo, but this is constantly changing back to Horo due to the popularity of spelling in the anime fandom community. There has long been a debate on the issue that would make your teacher Engrish even pass out.
Sulfur or Sulfur Should it be spelled americanly or Britishly? While the International pure and applied chemistry ruled in favor of American spelling, both variants appear in IUPAC's literature. It is still occasionally possible to find alternating spellings of sulfur and sulfur throughout the text of the Wikipedia article. Visor Vizards A Japanese author with the habit of
inventing foreign names whose spellings harken more to H. P. Lovecraft than anything in English creates a group of characters called vaizādo. The term should be a word in English, but no one is sure what. Should Wikipedia call them archaic and misrepresented but cheerleading favorite vizard, or grammatically awful but officially supported visors? Editors
take over the official line; thousands of IPs don't agree! The article is eventually semi-protected, but does not stop editing wars over spelling on a dozen other pages where it appears. Yogurt or yogurt Does he need an 'h'? Is Yogurt a traditional spelling and is American cultural imperialism that it is not there as such? [52] Obviously, the correct spelling is worth
fighting for—over and over again. And again. Et cetera. More than eight years, before RFC returned Truth and Justice to dairy products; for more news see Sciacet yogurt (or is it s strained yogurt)? For the first time, this controversy has spawned a thread on an ANI and led to a war of wheels over a block set up to move the site. Later occurrences included
arguments about the meaning of stable in the context of WP:ENGVAR, competing interpretations of WP:MOS, suggestions that editors really shouldn't care so much about spelling variations, and a lot of Google pages. This active culture war was re-fermented in November 2003, June 2004, November 2004, May 2005, February 2006, October 2006, April-
May 2007, June 2009, July 2009, [54]. Fortunately, Wikipedians realized that after wars are bored on one page, you can continue it on another page, leading to discussions about whether to change the process of requested moves to allow renaming to Yogurt. Or perhaps change WP:CREEP to allow for a change in the required scrolling policy to allow the
article to move. There was even a heated debate and edit of the war about entering an article on this page. Apparently, some people don't know when to take H from there... Or not. Punctuation Berwick-upon-Tweed (!) Berwick-upon-Tweed Slow Editing War that focused on using... Exclamation. As the user:C12H22O11 exclamed on the talkpage page of the
conversation: Come on guys, you can't actually have an editing war because of one tiny exclamation point! Of course, it would be better punctuated like Come on, guys: you can't actually have an editing war because of one little exclamation point!) There is also the matter that of course in Which course should be fenced off with commas, which makes it:
(Which, of course, would be better punctuated as ...) And we didn't even touch the unconfirmation of the colon after it was made, or (as well?) as the period missing after the sentence. Speaking of which, should it be punctuated as ...)., or punctuated as ...).? And is unconfirmation even a word? The possibilities are endless endless endless (infinite) infinite
(endless) endless InfiniteNEVER UM. Frequent date of birth to death punctuation Frequent editing of wars over whether there are spaces around en dashes when writing the date of birth and death of a person. Example: (January 24, 1943-August 9, 1969) or (January 24, 1943-August 9, 1969)? A related editing war about whether the month or date comes
first, for example (The title of this section is not a hyperlink because this is a very general lame editing war that actually took place on several different articles!) Gloria Ladson-Billings War of Editing due to spacing, which led to the protection of the article. If..., sooner if... (1994) Should ellipsis have three dots or four? The editing war was not fully resolved
when the article was renamed from a three-point version to a four-point version. Kirsten Storms Is not quite punctuation, but the question remains: should the debate on Ms Storm's DUI arrest and subsequent no tender applications be put into one paragraph or extended to two? Talk:Nickelback HUUUGE edits war across line breaks vs commas in genre list.
It leads to the WP:ANI case and still persists despite total irrelevance for anyone. Template:Wikipedialang An editing war involving three sysops over whether there should be commas in 10,000 and 1,000 has led to blocking and liberal use of the restore button. At Christmas, more. Russell T Davies, shocked to see a point in his name on the Wikipedia WWE
No Mercy Three-way edit war (or three way edit war depending on interpretation) over whether the phrase Fatal Four Way/Fatal Four-Way contains a dash. This swirly debate, so important that there were WP:3RR violations, resulted in the site being fully protected for a month, and being declared by its protector to be the most hectic editing war they had
ever seen. Russell T Davies Or should it be Russell T. Davies? Over the years, it has been moved three times to lose point, and then moved back three times due to article naming conventions. Recently, sysop moved it to reclaim that important(?) point, then immediately moved it to a protected one. Doctor Who fans don't need to be trifled with, so two
complaints against abuse by administrators were duly filed. As it currently stands, the article has been moved back into shape without a point. Newcastle High School (Australia) How many students does the school have, 1,019 or 1019, and does it (With all its power) belong to the school's motto? Discussion on WP:AN about using dash vs. dash. Downtown,
the editor just got an injunction. ArbCom looks in the background (like a hawk). The Mexican-American war against the Mexican-American War Is the use of dash and dash between Mexican and American more important than the disagreements that led to this historic struggle? Some people would think so. This led to a long theme on WP:AN and proposals
to ban topics for no fewer than six editors, as well as a Wikipedia essay:A Short Horizontal Line. The action in WP:AN can be considered the most seaming part of the whole affair so far, since it involved trying to get every editor inside the perimeter (peacemakers and seekers-after-row involved) with a ban on the topic! That thread is now closed, like an
elaborate joke that got out of hand. But fans needn't be upset: Jarndyce and Jarndyce II continue on WT:MOS, with clowns for everyone's amusement. Goods are available in the fodse. One recent proposal was to change the name to the Mexican War and be done with it. The request for a move for the battles of the Mexican-American war has been going on
for six weeks, opening with the fateful words I hope this will be an uncontroversical request. Wording Main page: Wikipedia:Lamest edit wars/Wording The band is/are a collective noun One difference between British and American English that seems to infuriate editors in particular is the treatment of collective denominators in articles about music bands:
Angels &amp; Airwaves: Forty-six reverts in one hour by two editors. A moot point? Whether it's angels &amp; airwaves band or angels &amp; airwaves band. (British English requires are, because the band makes more people, while American English requires IS, because the band is a unique entity.) ALL-CAPS edit summaries infused with profanity and
death threats liberally used by one side. It stopped only after the administrator intervened, but resumed again two minutes after block 3RR expired. Both are blocked for seven days, with one of them getting his block extended to eight days after having stated he doesn't care as long as the other side gets a block of the same length. The other side holds its
seven-day block. (February 2006) A similar discussion took place in The Smashing Pumpkins. Red Hot Chili Peppers: A constant, multi-day war to attack again for proper conjugation of verbs to be in the front line of lead. See [55], [56], [57], [58], [59]. By the time we get to the next day, it has expanded to use a specific article the same sentence: [60], [61].
Everyone talks to the authority of grammarians. No one has a clue, obviously though. non-English speakers this is especially lame because the verb that needs to be can be conjugate in eight ways (am, is, were, were, were) - not fifty plus as in most other Indo-European languages. U2: Is U2 su or U2 is? Should the article be written in British English or
changed to American English? Full-page protection and a few combined discussions later (including one about the royal family), the one-word dispute is still raging. Amy Dumas there were questions about the name of Liti's moves. Is it DDT or Lita DDT? Hurricanran or Litacanran? Moonsault or Litasault? Powerbomb or Lita Bomba? Is powerbomb even the
final move, given that it is not used so often? Do you go to the games, to the announcers, or to WWE.com? After a few arguments and many people exclaming that they will continue to change it back, a Fan Name section is created listing the names fans have given her. Aquarela do Brasil not so much editing war as editing an armed standoff. Ask yourself:
should this poem be proclaimed written one lungy night or one rainy night? Ironically, one night was declared the superior previous version, on the night. Pluvious actually won the voting showdown, but when it was later changed back to rainy, no one really mattered. The Billy Tipton Jazz pianist had a career that spanned decades and was a father to two
adopted sons. Wikipedia has been struggling for years because at the end of the musician's life the coroner reported that he was Tipton on [unbalanced opinion?] biologically female. The editors of the Brudenell Community Club can't decide if this place is nonprofit or nonprofit. Arrange warring things. Christianity Edit war surrounded the sentence Theological
disputes about the correct interpretation of Christian teaching led to internal conflicts and church authorities denounced some theologian as heretics, defining orthodoxy as opposed to heresy, most notably Christian Gnosticism. The questionable formulation was to transfer the word orthodoxy and heretics. The user who prefers here before orthodoxy claimed
grammatical accuracy and no change in meaning. A user who prefers orthodoxy before herete claimed to have completely changed the meaning of the sentence. You can find this discussion here. Cleo Rocos Cleo was Kenny Everett's assistant during the 1980s. But was she best known for it? Write increasingly aggressive back and forth ([62] [63] [64] [65]
[66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71]), semi-permissive amid accusations of sock puppetry and mandatory ANI thread. Perhaps now she is best known for editing the war. (See also David Gilmour for a similar theme – [72]) Conch Republic Does Conch Republic, the name taken by Key West when it seceded from the U.S. in 1982, qualify as micronation? For months,
the war of editing over this pressing issue has progressed. Supporters say the name is still being used tourism promotions, while opponents say the Republic was a jokey protest and the Prime Minister surrendered a minute later. Others say micronationalism is an incredibly silly concept anyway. Cranky Kong's Cranky Kong original Donkey Kong? Could it be
a character in Super Nintendo and Nintendo's 64 games is actually his son? Or maybe his grandson? Should we trust the comments made by the video game character? Does licensing Nintendo make Rareware publications official? How official is Nintendo's seal of quality? For some people, these questions are a matter of life and death. (For the record, the
Nintendo Seal of Quality was, as the name implies, a means of quality control associated with the company's internal policy regarding third-party software. But it's still a miserable war of editing.) Danish pastry There was a kerfuffle over a few sentences on this page. Is Danish pastry a variant of puff pastry or is it just like it? Should you describe a picture of
one as a typical Danish spandauer type with apple filling and glazing or a typical Danish spandauer type with apple filling and glazing? In any case, temperament is such a frayed article and the chat site should have been protected, until everyone calmed down and settled for a nice cup of tea and ... Oh, hang on... Daylight Saving Time or Daylight Saving
Time. Or daylight saving time. Or daylight saving time. You've never heard a singular rescue in your life? Send dualling (or is it a duel?) dictionaries. Either way, it's still dark at 7:00 in the morning and I'm tired. The Deadly Hands of Kung Fu Did this comic book be produced by Curtis Magazines or Marvel Comics? Should Marvel, which may or may not
appear in a comic book (this cannot be confirmed for some reason) appear in the infobox, although it already appears in the text of the article? People may not see this in the article and will not read the article. Extensive coverage of this on the conversation page. Derren Brown Derren is shown persuading former unbelievers to believe in God, or should it be
God, or a Christian god? The divorce war is over, as the article is protected, but the battle continues on the chat page. Exclusive or clear this article should be named exclusive or. Google hits and most editors confirm the popular name. But wait! This is mafia rule! Mathematicians know that the real name is an exclusive disjunction! Discussion subtitles during
this war move include Are You Kidding Me? and everyone's laughing at you. Obviously it can't be both. Exploding whale Is the alliterative phrase blast blasted blubber beyond all plausible boundaries worth including? He was put on WP:RFC at one point. Final fantasy VIII of the week debate on the Controversy/Criticism section of whether Final Fantasy VIII
has a massive fan base or big as the Final Fantasy VII fanbase. Other formulation issues were also discussed. Unfortunately, all options required the sources to be naloe. The article, meanwhile, became a prominent article. Fistula Fistulae are connections between two organs that don't normally merge, or is it betwixt two organs? In 2005 a patient and
anonymous editor lovingly for archaic spelling changed text for many occurrences between in the article every few months, which led to immediate reversion and encompassed a large minority of article editing that year. Fred G. Sanford Furious edit war leading to the end at WP:ANI and an editor declaring they are leaving the project. A moot point? Whether
that fictional character from the mid-'70s sitcom should have been described as an unbreakable curmudgeon or just irritable. Futurama Is protagonist Fry cryonic frozen or cryo-warrior frozen (or even cryptic frozen)? Why don't we just say he was frozen? Since it has been changed almost daily since the creation of the article (occasionally accompanied by
little text on the chat page revealing some new evidence gathered from audio comments), we may never know ... Danger! The editor added the sentence The conceit of 'questioning the answers' is original to Jeopardy! and, in addition to its thematic music, remains the most sustained and distinctive element of the play. After several people changed their
conceit to the concept, all of which were brought back by the original editor, a two-year war broke out over whether it was, used in the context of literary conceit, appropriate for an article about a game show, with the word in constant course until someone simply changed it to an idea. John Deacon Is he an English retired musician or a retired English
musician? Another biting dust... John Kerry The Editing War erupted over John Kerry's first Purple Heart award in Vietnam. Was it just a wound or a minor wound? Should the wound itself be wikilinked? Was the injury bandaged, or simply wrapped in gauze? Does Kerry's family background matter? The wound problem ended with the Rex071404 arbitration
case and that editor was banned from editing the article for a year. A year later, the same editing war caught fire again, leading to a second arbitration case and a permanent ban said the editor, who then left Wikipedia. (See also Swift Vets and POWs for Truth) Katie Couric Is she an entertainer or a journalist? Is it necessary to mention that she
uncomfortably drops the g at the end of the word (e.g. King George V-class battleship (1939) This editing war is fast approaching its first year of existence, mostly a dispute between two users, but it has attracted other editors for short periods. It started with disputed gun information, and then moved on to repeated accusations of using weasel words, NPOV,
research, sock-puppetry, disruption of Wikipedia, and vandalism. Leck mich im Arsch Arrange a war on what to call Mozart's butt! Should German Arsch be translated as an ass or an ass in the title of a jokey composition? Watch the first edit of the war, the second edit of the war, the third edit of the war, the 3RR report, the conversation site hilarx. The editing
summaries that accompany them are equally lame. Between these edits are much the same. This will continue in the future. The note of the story: whether you're going for an ass or an ass, anyway, you're going to want full protection. Limp Bizkit Dispute over ordering two terms used to describe the band. Is the group nu metal/rapcore or rapcore/nu metal
band? The editing war has also threatened to spread to other related articles, including Fred Durst and Rapcore. London Underground Should the term period or full stop be used to describe a complete stop (or period)? The edit war and heated debate on the chat site erupted precisely because of this issue. Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 In an article written in
Commonwealth English and on an aviation topic, should an alternative airport or alternative airport be used in the following sentence: Additional fuel was enough to divert to alternative airports – Jinan Yaoqi International Airport Hangzhou Xiaoshan International Airport – what would it take 4,800 kg (10,600 lb) or 10,700 kg (23,600 lb), or come from Beijing.?
In the aviation area, the term alternative airport (or alternative airport or alternative airport) is used globally to refer to another airport/airport/airport selected in the flight plan if landing at a planned destination cannot be made, see material released by aviation authorities in Europe (Eurocontrol), Israel (CAA). This use of the term alternative is consistent with



use in North America, where it means taking a place; Alternative. In other English-speaking regions, and as a different meaning in the US/Canada, the word alternative means each other. This prompted many editors to try, even after a wikilink and hidden note was added, to change the term to an alternative airport, which is inconsistent with use in the
aviation area. Mom's family Was Mom (Vicki Lawrence) proactive, fox, smart, cunning or none of the above? Obviously this issue is important enough to take more than thirty innings in one day. Moons of Pluto Active vs. passive wording: James Christy discovered the deepest moon, Charon on June 22, 1978, nearly half a century after Pluto's discovery. Vs.
The deepest moon, Charon, was discovered by James Christy on June 22, 1978, nearly half a century after Pluto. Nintendo GameCube Has GameCube been discontinued (so failed to regain market share that lost predecessor, Nintendo 64)? Or, since both and PS2 have been abolished, is GameCube failing to regain market share? The war of editing over
these two words arises after the editor tries to change the text from the former to the latter. After a very passionate discussion and an inconclusive report on socks, full protection ends the war. Pokémon: The Electric Story of Pikachu Did Mango publish Viz in a flipped format, reading from left to right, or in a flipped, left-to-right format? Psephos Is Adam Carr a
PhD, a historian, or does Adam Carr have a PhD in history? In addition to five reverts, it also spawns a thread on administrators noticeboard. Sophomore Administrator and user are editing the war over numerous articles about albums for using another or sophomore. Editing heats up and eventually results in a block and a request for arbitration. Spore (2008
video game) is a slow god game, life simulation, strategy game, or sandbox game? Can we fit everything that is into a template, or do we need a separate section in the article, just to explain its many genres? Don't be fooled by the discussion on the chat page, and here's the editing war. Since publication, the dispute has been unresolved and the site has
been protected. Squall Leonhart Is Squall a hero or a protagonist? Many come back between heroes, protagonists and variants of the shape of each as an accompanying discussion on Talkpage that weighs definitions, connotations, and comparisons of the appropriate terms in relation to Squall's role in Final Fantasy VIII; other Final Fantasy articles suffer
collateral damage. Switch? The price is right is lamest price game. Should it be said that this is the only match that can be won by deciding to do absolutely nothing or the only match that can sometimes be won by deciding to do absolutely nothing? After a few dozen comebacks, a third opinion agreed that it was sometimes superfluous, leading another user
to remove the entire sentence by claiming that it wasn't really the only game that could still be won that way. Tifa Lockhart Does Tifa, the character in the PlayStation game (Final Fantasy VII), have enough breasts? Lara Croft vehemently opposes such a ludicrous claim. The long debate about the formulation, whether breast size is POV, and the whole
concept of mentioning something so silly. And what exactly should her hair color be – black or brown? Can a tiger come across bears and crocodiles? Animal welfare, CITES and WP:ATT should prevent editors from discovering (hopefully). By the way, is he smiling? This is a serious problem, people! Tiger A's revert war over whether a tiger can be properly
described as the most powerful living cat (along with accusations that humans are tiger fanboys) has gradually led to arguments about how tigers will match bears and crocodiles (oh my!), along with another war again about including a YouTube video showing a tiger fighting a crocodile, which leads to a half-protected article. Discussions about bears and
crocodiles continue on the chat site. Urban75 Is Urban75 a left leaning or liberal leaning seat? The two-month argument about this results in hundreds of revellers, user page vandalism, sockpuppetry &amp; two separate WP:VfDs. Fandom and fiction Main Page: Wikipedia:Lamest edit wars/Fandom and fiction 24 (season 7) Should Chloe O'Brian be near
the top of the cast list, or closer to the bottom? Is Tony Almeida more important, so he should be closer to the top? Users and anonymous constantly returned changes to each other over the position of the character. The war ended (at least one or two attempts) when the cast was organized by its surname. Adria (Stargate) Is the language spoken in Latin?
Or is it ancient? Is that Ori? Is that ancient-based-in-Latin? Is it Latin-based-on-Ancient? Is ancient or Ori depicted as Latin? All of the above? no? Oh, I'm so confused... Ergo, ipso facto columbo oreo. Advance Wars: Days of Ruin Is it a turn-based strategy game or a game of tactics based on a turn? Apparently, in an interview with the developers, the word s
was used. But the back of the box uses the word t. One user cared so much about him that he resorted to sockpuppetry and was consequently banned multiple times. Although the user appears every once in a while under a different sockpuppet, the debate broke out, and the tactic remained unopposed in the article. The Amerime Term created to define
American anime, Amerime was erased as neologism, then reborn, then deleted, then reborn, then deleted, and then jammed when the software jammed. It was then erased and reborn, at which point he managed a sufficient rally on the AfD to survive, approximately 18 months after the original was first released; however, it has been moved to another
location. Baby (Dragon Ball) Is this guy a canon? Is the Dragon Ball GT canon? Who decides what is and isn't the canon, anyway, and is it fact or opinion to say it? The eight-hour duel between the two editors culminates in nearly a hundred different revellers, arguments published in editing summaries, and both sides blocked for ignoring 3RR, reminiscent of
the 30+episode battles the series is known for (with 5+ episodes used to launch a single attack.) The Beatles were actually run in Template: The Beatles and Portal:The Beatles/Intro, there was an edit war over the order in which four members of the group should be listed. Should they be listed in traditional order or alphabetical order? And if you think that's
funny, edit the wars over whether to identify the band as The Beatles with the big T or the Lower Case Beatles that have gone longer than the group's existence. One such instalment of this saga was brought before an arbitration committee (by administrators, no less) where it was quickly declared silly. monumental monumental He was even the subject of an
article in The Wall Street Journal! Because You Left A certain character who previously appeared in the series has his name revealed as Pierre Chang, but while filming the video he uses an alias from previous episodes, Marvin Candle. Is this fact relevant enough to warrant inclusion? IP seemed to think so, and the insistence on being added by one
party/deletion by everyone else was described as nonsense on the conversation page. To make matters worse, IP also complained on the Lamest Edit Wars page - this own and original entry - [73] [74] [75] and a review of the GA article (because its persistence was the only thing that prevented it from passing), before the site was protected. In a frustrating
display of blind and ignorant persistence, the user (under a number of different IP addresses) continued his frankly tedious prefabricated warring as soon as the site became unprotected. His first amendment to the article was the 3rd DHARMA Initiative could start a whole experiment on this. Boxxy After eight deletions and five returns, a pictorial drama, a
deletion review and an AfD, important questions were faced regarding this hyperactive 16-year-old on YouTube. First, is it a meme discussion with a girl or a girl with a meme? Is she underage, or is she pretending to be? Is it more important because we're talking about her? And most importantly, is this Guardian story a blog or a newspaper article? Stargate
SG-1 (season 9) Should the identity of the Daedalus-class fighting film destroyed at the end of season 9 of Stargate SG-1 Camelot be mentioned? The series left this as a cliffhanger for the next episode, but widely available casting information and episode summaries for upcoming episodes make the answer obvious. Is that kind of information a canon? Is
this a worse spoiler than other spoilers already present elsewhere on Wikipedia? The editing war continued in fits and starts throughout the break between seasons, when the season opener aired and confirmed the information. Daffy Duck Is Daffy Duck the father of the children? Should events from certain animated films be taken if they had happened in real
life, while others should not have? Daffy on Wikipedia: No comment. Barbara Walters special is reportedly in the works. The Devil Wears Prada It's not a movie or a novel it was based on, it's a band. Is it metalcore, christian metalcore, or just metal? It sounds like another of the many fire editing wars over the exact genre of a music artist, until you know it
unfolded on a smear site. Frank Iero Page on a rock band member. This article is the subject of several long-term, slow pace editing wars. One is about its height, of all things, with the number changing several times a week. Another slow war of editing is over who he is. and whether this GF/fiancée/wife is pregnant. (Given how long this slow editing war
lasts, if she's pregnant it's one of the longest human pregnancies ever.) And the third slow editing war is over how to pronounce his name. Gadsby (novel) Ernest Vincent Wright wrote this novel as a lipogram, leaving out the letter e. Should the article be written in the same way as the homage? Despite the fact that this would make the tone of the article
bizarre and that neither the entire actual title nor the author's name can be stated because they contain four or three e-mails (i, to avoid the publication of the novel, it was on a very obscure early working title), war raged on the conversation page, and in article [76] for an extremely miserable time, with some warriors on the chat page even publishing in
lipograms (removing e does not make a stronger argument). At one point, several editors went out of their way to eliminate the letter from headers and labels, leading to the removal of the Table of Contents, the editing of buttons, and the references. Image caption Capital and low e-pricing near the bottom of the chat site nicely compresses things: This site
needs more than that. Please give generously. Garfield (character) The cat starring in the comic book of the same name is undeniably portrayed as male for 39 years. But then the satirist/troll changes gender to None because of a quote from creator Jim Davis, and a war ensued over whether the cat should be listed as gender fluid, even covered by The
Washington Post. (There was also a brief period in which Garfield was listed as a Shiite Muslim for unknown reasons during this war.) Garfield only had this [dead relationship] in response. Godney A lame edit war between two vandals, those pro-Britney Spears and other anti-Britney Spears, on an article that has nothing to do with Britney Spears. Grace
Kelly and Cher Edit are at war over whether each is a gay icon. Sources have been given for Cher's iconic status, but not kelly's. Homestar Runner Are official facts canon, or are they part of the universe? Should we even care? House, M.D. What about the lack of Asian diversity in the series and on medical dramas in general? Are you racist because you
don't want to bring this up? Isn't Kumar Asian? What about Sandra Oh from Grey's Anatomy? Back and forth it was going, and there was only one thing that was certain: it wasn't lupus. Or is it? Iron maiden Two-week reverse duel (with accompanying discussions on Talkpage) on whether it should be redirected to a band, torture device or descience page. Is
heavy metal band more popular than a medieval torture device or vice versa? What's going to be the case in 100 years? And what would Google do? Jay Jay jet plane New episodes of the children's show begin with a segment by Jay Jay's Mysteries whose prominent characters include a truck trekkie... Or the name Truckee? Two anonymous editors change
that one name back and forth as humanity cries. Strong and Daxter Is the video game Jak and Daxter: The Lost Frontier canon for the main story, or is it a spin-off? Listing views, references, page protection, and even consensus has not stabilized the article, and four years of editing flip-flops continue. Jimmy Wales did he find Wikipedia or did he find it?
Does the use of current WMF press releases count as promoting revisionist history? Is it really that important? And why am I asking you? Not surprisingly, those who were actually around at the time and know the answer remained far from this. The list of victims has yet to be compiled, but there is no doubt that the ego editor will be among the hardest hit.
Kanto (Pokémon) A great debate broke out about the intoxication of a particular truck appearing in some iterations of the Pokémon series and whether the accompanying images were under fair use. The conversation page in the article has increased tenfold from 12,000 bytes to 140,000 bytes and has spilled over into several user chat pages. Krystal (Star
Fox) Again prevent war over redirect content; or whether the original text should be retained or have only a redirect link. The proponent of the text repeatedly tries to indicate the popularity of the character, and no one bothers to help him. The slow speed of the editing war never exceeds the limits imposed by 3RR, and the war ends only when the site is
permanently protected. [77] Link Revert war over whether the Japanese word for Link should be transliterate as Rinku or Rinkū. [78] The list of fictional ducks You have read this right; warring over non-existent waterfowl. Site protection, administrator interventions, vandalism charges and sockpuppetry fly like... Well, like things that fly, anyway. List of Konoha
ninja/Naruto Uzumaki When the character nonchalantly observes that Naruto Uzumaki is just like his father immediately after noting that Naruto was also like another prominent character, does this mean that Narutov's previously unmeated father is that prominent character? Featured revert summaries like I hope you'll be damn well banned!. The interpreter
battle was so intense that the two articles needed full protection to move the battlefield to various chat sites. Luckily, the truth (they're one and the same) eventually came out of the show itself ... many weeks later. Lucky Star (manga) Very slow and long time editing war regarding demographic series. Is it seinen or shōnen? To correct further offices, a neutral
male demographic was included, but even this continued to change and return regularly. The demographic field has even been completely removed, only to be turned back on. At one point, both demographic groups are involved. Finally, since manga is serialized in Shōnen Ace, the demographic has changed to shōnen forever. Marilyn Manson Every album
has a title track. No, no, they don't know. Yes, they smell like children? It's not an album. A live drummer? Studio Drummer? Ginger doesn't record drums. Yes, there is. He hasn't been on the album in over a decade. Micronation, nanonating or nation interference? Speaking of which, isn't Wikipedia a virtual micronation? Micronations Two self-proclaimed
leaders of micronations in a protracted war return in this and other articles about the comparative value and notity of their fictional countries. [79] Mojo Jojo The protracted war, which began in June 2004, has been a problem. Fortunately, the category has since been moved and deleted. Money (Pink Floyd song) Sure, it's a song with a strange rhythm, but
what exactly is the time signature? The band, which had no formal music training, told 7/8, most people say 7/4, experts will go so far as to say 21/8. More cowhide One Saturday Night Live sketch generates a remarkable volume of strong feelings among Wikipedians, with a particularly long debate about whether the animated GIF sketch in question is too
irritating to include. The Mudkip Debate has been going on, more or less, since 2006. Someone doesn't seem to like it. My little pony is baby cuddle blue or green? Is Fizzy blue or green? Editors have resorted to uploading photos of their own pony to discuss it, possibly indicating that 10-year-old girls are more computer savvy than ever ... Pokémon Diamond
&amp; Pearl Is it an RPG or an RPG console? Or it's a fish! Who knows! Yet oddly enough, there were no Wars on the site for Generation I games, Generation II games, Generation III games, Generation I remakes or Generation II remakes. Pwned Slang a term that originated from a typo (for ownership) displayed on a computer screen during a multiplay
online video game and is now the subject of a heated debate about its real meaning. Does this mean reduce your opponent to such a state that there are no real words to express your dominance over them? Does that mean you ownage over them? Or does that mean firmly defeating your opponent? Also, who invented it? What's the correct oral
pronunciation? What's his souffeur spelling? is he powned, pooned, poughned or something else? No, it's pewened! These are all subject to serious and heated discussions in the academic style of language mixed with vandals typing at ALLCAPS, swearing like sailors and calling all n00bs. Is it a Dutch broadcaster or is it just a hoax? Spy (Team Fortress 2)
Is he French? He's British? Is he Russian? German? Franco-Russian? South african? Algerian? Believe it or not, there was (before the nationality was revealed) an extensive debate about where this (confirmed French) character class from the Team Fortress 2 video game inherits his accent - despite having only a handful of spoken lines in the game at the
time. To be fair, this is largely the result of every other class in the game (except Pyro, who is almost incomprehensible under her by her gas mask) has a clear regional upbringing, while the spy accent was a more obscure European one. However, nowadays, voice lines with spy-speaking French are the most prominent in the English version of the game
(such as cries of Mon dieu!). At the very least, it proves that a spy is good at his job of causing confusion, frustration and panic (and everyone turns the world upside down to solve it). Star Wars Episode III: Revenge of the Sith Were Anakin Skywalker and Darth Vader considered one or two separate characters? Do separate ads in the credits section
deserve? This seemingly trivial discrepancy degenerates into a full-fledged war of restitution, along with accusations of vandalism, 3RR violations, aggressive editing summaries and week-long site protection. Star Wars Episode IV: A New Hope Site of a edit war overe whether Star Wars Episode III should be listed as the 'previous movie' in the infobox.
Opponents claim it's ludicrous to say that a movie released in 2005 is claimed by supporters to be just as crazy for the series to start Episode IV! After WP:RFC, the consensus settles over listing films in production (rather than space) order. A lot of blame is placed on George Lucas for making a mess in the first place. Again. Star Wars Episode III: Revenge
of the Sith and other Star Wars movie articles Bring back wars over whether the credit sheet should duplicate the official credits at the end of the film, or whether Wikipedia will mount them to include uncredited roles. Both sides seem to feel they have the weight of politics on their side, but no one really points to politics. Fortunately, this seems to have
resolved in the end, with the official credits section and notes on uncredited roles. Star Wars: The Force Awakens Should it be said also known as Star Wars Episode VII: The Force Awakens? Is that officially an alternative title? Much to edit warring and most conversation sites are used on this vital issue after the premiere. Who cares what the movie's
about? Susan Hawk Was she on Survivor: Pulau Tiga or Survivor: Borneo? Given that both were in heavy use, one really shouldn't have an advantage over the other (although Pulau Tiga was a term used years before Jeff Probst introduced the term Borneo for the first season); in any case, the war of editing between the older term and recent term for
months. Down system Are they alternative metals or should they be on the list of nu metal music groups? Look at the mature arguments on the chat page, such as YES, THEY'RE NU METAL, OK! You know that, don't you?! This band also spawned a few more lame edit wars regarding two of their albums. Debate over the triple crown championship is raging
over whether the UNITED States WWE Championship is included among the criteria for becoming WWE Triple Crown champion. Changes to and against the inclusion of titles lead to several comebacks, many angry people and one fairly active user retiring for editing (later returned in semiactive fashion). In the end, the U.S. Championship title got its share
separate from the main list, although the debate is still ongoing. A similar case was made for the ECW World Cup, but due to its novelty in WWE it was generally agreed not to count. It's a prestigious title anyway, let's put it that way. Turn Left (Doctor Who) / The Stolen Earth / Journey's End (Doctor Who) Several disputes over whether past followers should
be listed as companions (even before episodes air) or additional/special guest stars, and whether Turn Left is isolated or connected to Stolen Earth and End of Journey. The episode writer's refusal to resolve the latter issue in interviews only exacerbated the dispute. Another dispute erupted over the use of the word penultimate for Stolen Earth after the editor
insisted that the current standard use of the word was incorrect despite the BBC using the word in their press release and its definition in the Oxford English Dictionary. Wild Arms (series) Or should it be Wild ARMs? Akari Kanzaki began the gun conflict by demanding that wild arms (series) be renamed Wild ARMs because the company later decided arms
was an acronym and another editor disagreed. WWE Armageddon A lame war of editing broke out on the site for the then-not-yet-un-broadcast WWE pay-per-view event over whether the match between Undertaker and Mr Kennedy should be listed as second or third. On the official website of the event, the match was the third, but since the rankings do not
matter, others continued with the second match listed. The ensuing argument led to the site being fully protected and spilled into a chat page, a WP:PW chat page, and even a page for the next pay-per-view page. Personal Engagement Main Page: Wikipedia:Lamest Edit Wars/Personal Involvement Highgate Vampire, Talk:Highgate Vampires You thought
vampires didn't exist? You thought vampire hunters didn't edit Wikipedia? You thought two opposing factions of British vampire hunters (the Orthodox Vampire Research Society and the revisionist Highgate Vampire Society, and let's hope those relationships stayed bloody red forever) wouldn't on an article on Wikipedia or its chat page? All I can do is – think
again. John Byrne A somewhat controversial cartoonist who felt there were errors in his article and thus swamped almost all the content without explaining what specifically the mistakes he opposed were. He raised the topic on his own message board and supporters and opponents flocked to Wikipedia to join the fight, resulting in numerous articles in blogs
and other comic industry media about the ensuing conflict. Suncrest, a Washington Constant reversion of vandalism by Mark Richards by the original creator who lived there (as mentioned in the article) and seemed to think it was his site. See page history and VfD discussion. The real third best site in the universe The best page in the universe The reason
why external link sections are not web directories is appropriately illustrated when the owners of two rival fans, www.the3rdbestpageintheuniverse.com and www.thethirdbestpageintheuniverse.com, repeatedly replace the connection of the other with their own. The link goes back and forth for weeks - because they don't leave messages or edit summaries,
few notice and no one cares. One unadmanied editor tries to add both, wondering if there's no room for both self-proclaimed third-best sites? - obviously not, because one was removed two hours later and the war continues on its merry way. Eventually another editor drops the train on all the spam, including that oh-so-vital connection. Vic Grimes Lameness
who hails from the WP:OWN breach leads to an epic edit war after the author's attempts to remove any information they ever published about Vic Grimes claiming to possess information. The resulting war escalated and incidents arising from the war ended up on WP:AN, WP:ANI, WP:3RR, WP:PAIN, WikiProject and the talk pages of many users and
administrators. The war ended temporarily when the author was blocked indefinitely for violating numerous policies and trolling, but soon began again when the author began using AOL sock puppets to continue his campaign. After that, the user is banned and still continues to jump out with multiple sock dolls. WNRI Should we mention the fact that the
broadcast station power drops to ridiculously low power at night? Yes, that's a fact. No, I could lose my job. Politics Israeli legislative elections, in 2015 was the president of the Zionist Union party Isaac Herzog, or did Herzog and Tzipi Livni have it together? Does it matter if they change their minds about who heads the party the day before the election? What
if they didn't change their minds, but the media lied about it? A debate ensued about the difference between the party, faction and list in Israeli politics, whether either or all of them have defined leaders at all under Israeli law, and whether editors should read the actual contract signed between the two sides before making a decision. Of course, there is the
question it even has a dedicated style for its infoboxes – oh, didn't I mention that there is no problem with the text of the article itself? This discussion was solely about whether Wikipedia could or should be listed by two party leaders in the infobox. Hey, I have a good idea: suggest consulting what Wikipedia in other languages has done for their info frames.
Hey, I have an even better idea: change the info boxes on all the other Wikipedias just before you suggest that first idea. Joe plumber No because Mario has plumber journalists in coming politician 'character' caused so much confusion. Is the article about a person or a concept? Is that a nickname or a sober one? Is he the most famous plumber in the nation
or not? For that matter, is he even a plumber?? Occupation: Plumber? Plumber's assistant? Water supply? or an unlicensed plumber? Other proposals included an accomplice plumber, an illegal plumber. More than a month later, some are even proposing a shit-gurg and plumber's recolor as occupations, and editwarring powerfully at least to describe his
occupation as plumbing versus plumbing. (Even editing in this section, of course! LEW in LEW!) It's only a matter of time before an FBI agent obsessed with a conspiracy suspects he's actually an intergalactic cop. Royal Cemetery Is it the burial site of the British royal family or the royal family of the Commonwealth area? What about the Canadian royal
family? Or something else? The editing war involving at least six editors lasted more than a month, through two periods of site protection, before reaching a consensus: leaving the site as it began. For some reason, the inhabitants of the cemetery themselves seemed uniquely uninterested in the dispute, not appearing to care what One described. U.S.
presidential election, 2008 You're here (bottom left corner). Is Stephen Colbert considered a serious candidate? [80] If so, where do we put it? [81] [82] Does covering Colbert's candidacy and the puppet of ventriloquist Jeff Dunham mean? [83] What policy relates to the difference between a self-proclaimed candidate and some random guy declaring his
candidacy? And, perhaps most importantly, is it candidate Stephen Colbert (comedian) or Stephen Colbert (character)? [84] [85] The issue was allegedly contentious because of Colbert's denial of the primaries of both major parties (he only ran in South Carolina anyway), but his name keeps popping up everywhere from the Effects of the Internet through
Reclusive Candidates to Polls to Wikipedia:Wiki-Agency and other tripling elephants (apparently this has prompted lame editing wars). Religion Julia Gillard If Australian Prime Minister Julia Gillard says she doesn't believe in God, does that make her an atheist? And if she's an atheist, does that mean her infobox should show Religion: Atheist or Religion:
And yet, perhaps there should be no religion at all in her infobox? The editing of the engagement continues for years and years. Watch as the great debate that references Kierkegaard and Wittgenstein inevitably descends into accusations of WP:POV and WP:OR. Maybe the RfC will work it out? Don't hold your breath. Update: RfC actually handled it ...
Finally: The field of religion is removed from all info frameworks associated with a person other than a religious leader. Whodathunkit! External Links Wars Main Page: Wikipedia:Lamest Editing Wars/External Connections Derek Smart Huge in progress to restore war over one external connection critical of Smart. The debate filled several pages of
conversation, with each side accusing the other of POV, systemic bias, stalking, paranoia, editing bad faith and generally lame. It escalated at the request for arbitration, and eventually office action. Higurashi no Naku Koro nor The Three Day War starting with this goodwill edit that has turned into a war of editing whether it should be turned on or not, ending
with this latest re-editing. Even after talking on the conversation page in the article and bringing the problem to an ANI, the user who originally posted the link is eventually banned indefinitely. Real Life Ministries Slow burning edit war lasting three months due to the extension of the file of a single link. Not turning on the connection itself - just extending it (.txt
.prt). vBulletin Great Edit War regarding the inclusion of external connections. Should commercial sites be connected, should the section be this large, or should the external connections section be there at all? These are some of the questions that are easusing this article. Lists Main page: Wikipedia:Lamest edit wars/Lists List of Copa Libertadores winners
Edit war over how a table should it formatted, leading to 46 returns (23RR for both users) over 14 hours. Frank Rossitano Edit war over whether to include a large, colorful list of trucker hat styles worn by this fictional character. It leads to site protection, charges for ADMIN ABUSE and sockpuppetry. The Korean Republic's Edit football team is at war over
whether South Korea's list of World Cup achievements should or should not be merged in consecutive years when South Korea did not enter (and the same for when it did not qualify). List of Google Street View locations Such a list was created in April 2008. It has led to a dispute over which locations to list, whether they should only be larger cities, small
towns and suburbs of major cities. Then the list is suggested for deletion. Survived the first AfD, then died on the second. The arguments against it were that it was a directory, which is impossible to maintain, and that one day, as Google's goal is, it will involve the whole world. It made better sense when service only existed in the U.S. Now it's a redirection to
a Google Street View article. Take it easy, doesn't it? Obviously List of multiracial people Are the people who are White-multiethnic considered Multiracial? It no longer matters, because the article has been deleted. The list of numbers that are always strange Number 3 was thought to be perhaps not strange. Site protection was necessary to stop the heated
debate. User:Wik's correction of the wrong writing hypochondria has been repaid no less than three times. Supposedly as a means to illustrate the insanity of the topic, various examples such as the atomic numbers of gold and silver were added to the list, but not their sum and the number of days of the year (except leap year). Later in the editing war, no
fewer than two thousand or five hundred numbers of discussed oddities were added and removed (every other integer from 1 to 4999), four hundred and ninety-eight more times before the editing war was resolved by deleting the article after the VfD vote. The ancient mirror website still had a version available, so it was saved for posterity: User: ConMan/ List
of numbers that are always strange Virgin List Dispute about whether Britney Spears belonged on the list or not, was eventually solved in a definitive way: maintaining the list proved impossible and was later deleted. List of virtual boy games Should the list have a pink background? Yes, this really happened. [86] List of virtual console games (North America)
Should Wii Points be included? Should they be in the head tables or arguing in a header? Should there be one or more table, knocked out by a console? What should be the default list order type? All these questions came to a head at once, resulting in a great re-war. Panic! in Disco Should the genre of the band be rock, pop, dance, emo, big beat, techno,
punk, dance, techno, jazz, electronica, alternatives, indie etc...? Four talk sites of discussion, argument and discussion later: and we have reached the conclusion of rock and dance (for now) and disabling editing by new or unregistered users. Rainbow gathering Dispute over whether or not alternative gatherings should be included on the list of gatherings,
leading to failed mediation, protection, blockades, and finally one party moving away from the entire project. Don't you want to know when your local subculture gathers in the trees? Tripoli Rocketry Association Should this group dedicated to high-power model rocketing and related legal advocacy, the subject of a New York Times article titled The Cult of
Missile Missiles in the Yard Maintain Solid Fuel Ignition, Therefore Be Included in the List of Groups Called Cults? Debate raged in February 2007. Two key fighters in this battle drew their bad blood to a third editor's chat site, where fly about editing each other's comments. Beer style Should beer style article include a link to the Beer Judge Certification
Program (BJCP)? A months-long re-war arises over a single relationship. The highest value of a currency unit Is Bitcoin a currency? Should the fact that it is worth more than any other currency swing both ways? It continues since 2011, this debate that has led to most of the chat site being filled with ad hominem attacks, dozens of comebacks (on both sides
claiming vandalism) and two locks for protection so far. Just be happy that Kuwaiti patriots, upset that Bitcoin is beating their dinar, have not yet found this site. The article is merged into the List of Circulating Currencies, but a short editing war has begun about whether it should be in the destination article. The redirection was eventually deleted on August 7,
2020. List of fictional badgers Which badgers are notable enough to earn inclusion? For more than a year, there were inclusions that were immediately reversed, additions to maintenance templates, and rather fiery discussions about badgerhood (including the phrase character is non-trivial and is deliberately a badger, for badger reasons). Those involved
could be considered mad as a badger, or if another digging mammal is allowed, making mountains out of molehills. Categories Category:Recursion Slowly edit warred over several years to include it in yourself despite guidelines that say otherwise. Loop advocates have variously argued that it should be done as a joke, as a (recursively defined?) tradition or
as an educational effort. In the meantime, no one tried to claim that yo dawg would do it. The site is now fully protected indefinitely. Redirects and image of the Main Page page: Wikipedia:Lamest edit wars/Redirects and imagesation pages Redirects corn Corn redirects to Corn to the astonishment of every Midwestern in the US. This has resulted in a
multitude of resettlement requests ... RM, Maize → Corn, No consensus, 20 June 2007, Talk:Maize/Archive 2#Requested Move RM, Maize → Corn, No consensus, 21 February 2011, Talk:Maize/Archive 3#Requested move RM, Maize → Corn, No consensus, 11 August 2013, Talk:Maize/Archive 4#Requested move 3 RM, Maize → Corn, Not movedmoved,
22 June 2015, Talk:Maize/Archive 4#Requested move 22 June 2015 ... and a long list of protests going back 15-20 years. iPod/iPod classic/iPod photos With the release of the iPod classic, there's been a lot of confusion about whether the new iPod is in the same line as the original iPod. Can a new product be classic? Should it just be part of an iPod article?
[87], [88], [89] Should previous generations be included in the classic article? Perhaps there should be an article for each generation of products? What about an iPod photo — is it part of a classic iPod family or some wacky half-cousin? Finally, the original and became synonymous, and the photo of the iPod was deemed unworthy as a member of the
classical family. %s Should I redirect to Master Page as a shortcut for Firefox users? Or it should connect to a printf (where it serves as a shortcut for printing text). How about you tranned the main page as a compromise? And isn't it because of the printf firefox uses %s? Included site protection, voting and appeal. In the end, as User:This, this and others
observed, more than 64 KB of discussion was recorded through redirection for two titles. Malamanteau After being displayed in webcomic xkcd, an article about this term was created and deleted three times in one day before being converted to redirection and listed on Discussion Redirects. The discussion was one of the most epic and skilled ever held at
the RFD, with nearly 200 users participating; despite being closed early. Eventually, the redirection is contained, but on the conversation page arguments over it rage. Georgia deployment sites What do you get when a country has the same name as a U.S. state? You have one of the longest-running debates on Wikipedia. Looks like he's got everything but a
sink in the kitchen. Which of the two should get the prestigious title as the primary topic, thus getting the removal of the entering phrase in the name of the article? Archived discussions are full of endless content and tables regarding search engine results, population statistics, and the number of English speakers in each (enough material to create your own
encyclopedia). This is followed by numerous accusations of either US or EUROPEAN-systemic bias, along with accusations that one side is holding the other to ransom. Is the fact that Wikipedia web servers are located in the United States relevant? Does Wikipedia's method of deploying a topic make it less important or meaningful? Well, if the sites are
protected for now, which article will be first listed on the Georgia deployment page? And do flag icons make a difference on that pasta page? Does this whole debate make English Wikipedia out of step with all the other Wikipedia? Or are we just whipping a dead horse? This discussion lasts so long that there have been occasional requests on Talk:Georgia
for brief summaries of previous discussions! Did we mention that Wikipedia's web servers are located in the United States? GNAA Should the Gay Nigger Association of America be at the top of this irrelevant split site, or somewhere in the middle? The ongoing dispute leads to site protection and blocking of a single WP:3RR administrator. After 18 articles for
nominations to delete, the association's article was deleted due to a lack of reliable sources (see below), and the dispute mutated about whether the site should include redlink to a deleted article or not. This critical issue of one protection (three times) and requests for comment on the deployment page. The situation only calmed down when the disassociation
page for the 4-letter acronym joined a small number of articles with unspecified full protection (it has since been reduced to semi-protected). Recently, an article about association was recreated as a result of a deletion review. Lolita (disambiguation) A phenomenally lame, multi-stage edit war on the Lolita deployment page for the purpose of the spread
pages. Is the Style Manual written in stone, or is it just a recommendation that can be ignored? Vladimir Nabokov's novel is currently in Lolita, making it a de facto primary use: should it be listed at the top of the disassociation page, as the MoS says, or below etymology for the name Lolita that did not have an article? Should the site include a list of Japanese
fashion styles that include the word Lolita in the name? Will anyone enroll Lolita in the search for Amy Fisher? The only thing that doesn't occur to anyone is that they have better things to do. The debate gets so heated that one user moves the page on Lolita (non-disassociation) to free it from the tyrannical limitations of the MoS, believing that WP:3RR does
not refer to the new creation and continues to return. The following is a disorderly fusion of incision and paste, ensuring that no one is satisfied with the state of the article. Eventually an indifferent administrator fixes the mess and protects the site for a week, with at least one user taking a long wikibreak over the ordeal. Conflict still arises from time to time,
especially after the creation of steps for lolita's name and the debate over whether Naboko's novel really should be the primary target. Palin Is the political candidate better known than the Monty Python member? If the monty python member is less well known than the political candidate, will he be less well known in the future? On August 29, 2008, Sarah
Palin's announcement as the presumptive Republican nominee for U.S. vice president sparked a firestorm on (among other things) the disassociation site Palin (which had previously been edited three times since it was created nearly a year before). Should Palin refocus on Sarah Palin? Is Sarah Palin better known than Monty Python member Michael Palin?
If it's better known now, will it still be better known in the future? Should Sarah and/or Michael Palin be listed in their own section at the top of the dab page, or just at the top of the list of other Palins, or should the sorting be purely alphabetical? After a handful of polls and vexed accusations of bias, consensus seems close, but who knows what the future will
bring? Chat pages Main page: Wikipedia:Lamest edit wars/Talk page This is not about discussions on conversation pages, but about real editing wars (as toctified by return) that happen on conversation pages. Talk:Homosexuality Singapore Probably the first instance of the engagement on the page of the article, where one editor accused the other of using
talkpage as an alternative soap box for the POV agenda. The accused editor first tried to insert a list of unpredictable predictions, and then when that didn't work, he transferred it to a chat site, supposedly for discussion, when in fact it didn't happen. That part has been going back and forth countless times, since no statute seems to govern talc behavior.
Conversation:Lolicon Edits the war over whether the template is at the top, announcing that the article was quickly retained after discussing articles for deletion lasting less than an hour, should include the word ZOOOOOOM to make an example of the speed of the process. It was kept until it was finally replaced by a note in the archive box template. Talk:
Hurricane Ike/Importance Should Hurricane Ike Relevance Within WikiProject Tropical Cyclones Be High, or Top? One editor (and later his sockpuppet) comes back against consensus many, many times. 40 KB discussion ends in actual harassment. Talk:Energy Catalyzer#Italian article deleted/redirected Should talkpage title have a question mark? Two IP
editors are slow to return the war for punctuation until another editor comes in and punishes them both for it. Pictures Main page: Wikipedia:Lamest edit wars/Images Anal-oral sex Is the concept of contact between the anus and the mouth complicated enough that we need a picture to explain it? Or is the concept too icky to put in an article? Should we use
the hide/show box to protect our virgin eyes, despite the fact that similar practices have been repeatedly dismissed as policy? Is preventing someone from seeing something really censorship? Would biology students find a picture of disembodied mouths lysing a disembodied asshole informative? Not one but two debates have run at the Village Pump
through this site. The warning editor noted that the language does not actually touch the anus and is therefore not an image of what the article is about. Instead, a photo from African Wikipedia was used, and a ceasefire appears to be in effect. sex Has there been homosexuality in this article? Arrange a war over which image should be first, straight or gay.
[90] [91] [92] [93] Anus Should this article include a large picture of the human anus? Should the demonstration anus be male or female? Should the hair level in the anus be moderate? Discussions about whether cropped porn images of bleached human anuses suitable for Wikipedia abound. Is it because I'm a tarantula Asian black? Arachnophobia Since
Wikipedia is not censored, is it appropriate to include a huge picture of a tarantula for illustrative purposes on a page that discusses the fear of spiders? While this issue can be addressed back in June 2005, this is a question of complete authority over the interview page and accounted for almost all amendments to the article between November 2006 and
October 2007. The image was later changed to a cartoon of little Miss Muffet (removed and then returned) and eventually the cute little spider crept into the template at the very bottom of the article. Banhammer Edit war in June 2007 for including a screenshot from Another Life in which the character in the picture holds a hammer. This led to the site being
protected and a straw poll [95] on whether the picture should be included or not, along with accusations of sockpuppetry, one-purpose bills and a meat cap and eventual banhammers. In the end, the article was deleted anyway, making the whole argument moot. Bathrobe Is the robe better illustrated by a photo of a guy smiling at the camera and making a
thumbs-up gesture, Fonzie-style, or a photo of another guy in another robe strikes a dramatic pose in his bathroom? Should the selected photo include a model at all and is the child less suitable than an adult? These key questions led to dozens of edits in 2008, changing between at least seven images with frequently altered subtitles vying for the prestigious
position of an illustration of a Wikipedia robe and inspiring the formation of a famous and venerable Cabal of Wikipedia robes. Consensus ended up favouring a pink fluffy robe on a hanger. And then the dramatic picture of the poses came back. And then the robe on the gallows turned purple, and then... Cue more editing wars! Beelzebub Edit war in
December 2005 over whether the image at the top should be on the left and face left, or be on the right and face left, or be on the left and face right, or be on the right and face right. The image was eventually replaced with a higher-quality version. Black people arrange a war over which images to use to represent black people and how to describe those
images. Be sure to practice your absurd subtitles on the pictures on the chat page. Then, the ramble on ad nauseam on said the conversation site justifies its modifications. Remember to continue the diatribu in the editing summary. British Rail Class 142/153/313 Is this the most heinous image ever to start an editing war? This started at British Rail Class 153
when replacing one image of the train with another led to a two-day editing war [96] over whether it was more important to show that he said the train was one carriage long or how the internal and external personnel would match. On a page with three edits in the previous month. This was resolved when it was proven that it was possible to do both, but
similar discussions then began (for vaguely different reasons) on British Rail Class 142 and, most spectacularly, British Rail Class 313 - where the chat site increased from 1KB to more than 28KB in just over a week [97]. Summaries for editing patterns include It's a Dark Photo, Not a Dark Photo, Restored editing. Autism is not a factor. Similar discussions
continue to flare up from time to time, but nothing has reached this level of lameness ... Cat 34 returns in just over an hour. Pressing problems: Should one memorable photo be included? Is the cat depicted really smiling? Both users were blocked for thirty seconds - a suitably lame block for an incredibly miserable editing war - after page protection stopped
the reverts. One user continued after the protection was lifted the following day, leading to a further twelve returns via the same photo. Another page protection stopped the lameness. As it turned out, the photo was deleted because it didn't have any copyright status. And of course, don't forget those proud, brave souls who tried to settle the matter by
promoting the use of Happy Cat. Heavenly (comics) Where should go the image of the character Tiamut commonly referred to as The Dreaming Celestial or The Great Outlaw. [98], [99], [100], [101], [102], [103], [104], [105], [106], [107], [108]. Cow tips no doubt? Is it appropriate to include a picture of a cow with the title Unsusected Potential Victim? People
disputed this title, mainly because some considered it humor and no evidence could be found that it was. Many different variations have been put forward from common Cow to humorous Mooo? The consensus was to delete the image, although the article spent some time with a picture of Cows in its natural upright state. Now, despite the initial refusal of the
editing warrior, the article proudly contains two images of cows lying down to dispute that they can lie down and get up. Old disputes can be found on Talk:Cow tipping. Dental floss Indeed, edit the war over flossing! Apparently, the photo and the inauded description some way offended someone's sense of honest trade. For those who take their dental
hygiene seriously, this has become a real crusade. Site protection was applied in December 2006. Diplomatic Missions of Australia The core of the quarrel concerned a photograph of a building in Warsaw that houses the Australian Embassy; because other tenants occupied the same building, should the title show that the building is the Australian Embassy in
Poland? The photo was removed and an argy-bargy ensued, and the photographer complained that the rule applied inconsistently. The debate over ejaculation continues to rage over whether the image and video (presumably the editor of Wikipedia) is an encyclopedic ejaculation. Some editors complain on the basis that the subject ejaculates without
obviously touching the penis – can this be considered normal ejaculation? Another editor objectes on the basis that the image/video is similar to a quote that is attributed to itself, or worse, ... original work. If the video and/or image are turned on but connected or Hidden? A lot of crying and snorting teeth, along with the usual pleas for children, including one
post by a parent whose 12-year-old daughter tagged the article and who concluded that gay perverts had overtaken Wikipedia... You can see the mandatory discussion of the village pump here. See also Semen, below. Excrement Bring back wars, supposed sock puppetry and page protection: should an article on feces include this image of great human
shit? Since the beginning of July 2005, 100,000 People's 100,000 People's Someone commented seriously, guys. You're arguing about poop. Get ready for the second round when the editor who contributed to the ejaulation of the video (see above) gets the idea of an accompanying video for this article. Finger (gesture) The editing war was sparked over
whether a one-fingered highway salute image should have been included. Several different images have been added; the discussion even included image lighting. In the end, it was settled. At least no one went out on the highway and crashed into someone to get a good chance ... Guy Standing (economist) But he's sitting down! Edit the war over whether or
not to mention the fact that standing seems to be sitting in your infobox photo. In the end, his legs were just cut off. Invisible pink unirog Edit the war over which images (if any) include an invisible parody deity and how to describe them. [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] It was later decided to use an image of a silhouette of a pink unicorn with a gradient fading to
invisible. Also included is an image of a pink unicorn with its alpha channel altered in the form of an invisible image of a pink unicorn. Leggings How are we supposed to describe this woman's tights? Do the leggings in the picture have a floral design? Spilt paint design? And flowers and splattered paint? Is it okay if we just describe it as a colored design? A
third opinion was requested, and according to this page the respondent commented that the dispute was lame. Mackenzie Rosman Edit war by multiple users and anonymous IP editors in October 2005 regarding whether to put a picture of the 7th Heaven actress on the left side of the page or right. In the end, the picture was deleted anyway. Missionary
position Should this drawing of sexual position include a teddy bear? No, it's creepy and suggests pedophilia! Yes, it's inappropriate, fun and adds atmosphere! The low-level editing war between the two versions has been going on for more than two years, and in 2006 alone, 2007 and 2007 alone. PlayStation 3 Reverse war over the image above. Some
users felt that since the free image shows an outdated model, it should be replaced with a promotional image. Others cited a WP:FU policy stating that a free alternative should always be used. A vigorous discussion begins on the conversation page after the page has been protected. The problem still comes time to time on why the image is on the page.
Since then, PS3 has been published, a free picture has been created, and the war has ended. Pregnancy Image of a naked pregnant woman has been the subject of numerous discussions. [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] [120] [121] [122] Finally in September 2011. Basically, while a few want to completely delete the image, most simply want to move the
image to the second part of the article and replace the leading image with something less controversial. The other side claims that this image is the best picture out there and that scrolling is a violation of WP:CENSOR. Over 50 60 70 80 100 people ringing two RfC's, several ani notifications, a failed policy change at the Village Pump, major discussions in
wp:NOT and a dismissed case at ARBCOM that generated more than 500 600 700K 800K 900K megabytes of discussion, and ultimately involved the rare closure of jimbo Wales RfC... Can we all say WP:TLDR? The main picture has since been changed to a fully clothed woman, and there has been little ordace since. But is she a natural redhead? Red hair
Should we have animals? Should we have a picture of this or the other girl? Should we have a picture of someone's principal? Should we turn off the dyeing business? Semen User who contributed several photos of his own penis articles takes an actual photo of his own semen and puts it (photo) on the page. Write a several-year-long war over a picture of
whether a poorly shot image should be included as a visual aid. It has since been replaced with a more clinical picture of semen in a Petri dish. Sonic a snail (character) What image should be at the top of the article: Old Style Sonic or 3D Sonic? After some debate, including voting by image on each image on the page, the consensus settled on both one and
one and the two. Just to make this war more irrelevant, one (3D) image later appeared in the infobox, the double image was deleted and 2D Sonic was later re-added ... (Ironically, the current image shows both sonic variations in question from the Sonic Generations promotional material.) Utopia (Doctor Who) Does the image of an unbridled episode of THE
NFCC #8 or not? From a dispute between the two editors, it quickly spread into a WP:ANI thread involving several administrators. Sorted now, with WikiProject decided that they fail unless otherwise discussed. Upload Wars on Commons images used in English Wikipedia File:Serbia_EU_(without_Kosovo).svg The EU flag in the form of Serbian territory that
results in editors challenging whether such territory includes Kosovo. Both versions (with and without) created did not immediately stop editing wars. File: Eastern_Asia_HSR2018.svg does the Beijing-Guangzhou Line launch Fuxing service mean its maximum speed restored to its splendor like the Beijing-Shanghai Line? Other lines such as Mudanjiang-
Suifenhe and are also affected. Templates Main Page: Wikipedia:Lamest edit wars/Templates User boxes Even small boxes like these are not immune to lame editing wars. Template:User administrators ignore the User Read Box policy This user is angry about administrators ignoring the rules (the word pissed was later changed to annoyed). Surprisingly,
the user box was quickly deleted by administrators ... ignoring politics. See the first, second, and third templates for deleting votes. During its third DRV, support has weakened just enough and the user box remains deleted. Template:User Asperger Should the font size for this user box be 10pt or 14pt? 3rr violations, site protection, and vitriol spills on multiple
talk sites to follow. No one's surprised. And then the end result of the fight? – the text should be 12pt. Template:User United Kingdom A rather heated discussion about changing the text of this user box from This user comes from the United Kingdom to This user lives in the United Kingdom. All this stemmed from an argument over what had the upper hand;
Text on which the user box said: This user comes from the United Kingdom. or the category in which it is grouped with:Wikipedians in the United Kingdom. This was resolved only by voting in straw polls and by changing the wording. Infoboxes John Vanbrugh Should the template be used in this article:Infobox Biography? Is it ugly or not? Are the place and
date of his birth and death important enough to be highlighted in a large box? Does a framework that repeats information already in the article offer a significant advantage? Do the wishes of those who wrote most of this featured article count? Multi-sided editing war on these issues. Reggie Jackson, et al. (Others include Joe Girardi, Dave Winfield, Rickey
Henderson and Jeff Nelson.) What should be the (barely noticeable and ultimately superfluous) color of the infobox for baseball players: the last team they were on, that is, the team they played for most often? This terribly important convention was the subject of several reports on WP:ANI [123] [124] [125] [126], multiple page protection[127], rampant
sockpuppetry [128], [129], multiple 3RR blocks over several months, and several dozen page revellers within a few hours [130]. As administrators were called in for help, everyone agreed that the situation was indeed, very lame. Laurence Olivier Administrator fully protected Laurence Olivier, featured article, for a week, to end the war of editing. There really
was some edit-warring. However, the edit-war did not refer to the content of the article. The editing war did not even refer to whether or not there should be an infobox about the article. Instead, the editing war concerned whether the article should contain two sentences of hidden text (i.e. displayed in the editing window but not visible to readers), advising
against adding an infobox without obtaining Other Template Templates: The Conflict of Civility began when the editor tried to add a new essay to this template. Another user suggested that the essay was only tangentially linked to civility and removed it. Amid a sea of blue ties to wise essays on the value of civility, a war of editing broke out over the inclusion
of a new relationship. Multiple parties joined the fray, 12 comebacks in two days for including essays. The editors then took to the chat site and began throwing profanity at each other as they debated whether the essay contained valuable tips on civility. After two complete protections for the template and multiple blocks, the matter appears to have been
resolved. Template: Luxembourg political parties An EU flag is added to the template header. Another editor returns it as a Eurocrat POV. No, the little flag is factual, and you're an POV nudge. Not you! Vandal! Vandal! Somehow, despite the urgency of 5 alarms in this three-day war of editing, luxembourg's political system is failing to break up or be in any
way affected by the existence of an EU flag on the template. (Other small European countries are also included.) Jack Vance Revert is at war over including the Wikipedia Biography Project template at the top of the chat page. Many declare breathless that this image (previously part of the Wikipedia Biography Project template) was a RACIST OMG and a
direct attack on author Jack Vance. Template:WikiProject Computer science 58kb discussions on a conversation page plus a user block over how to copy a statement from two rectics. Template:Castes and Punjab 92RR tribes in five hours between two users. [132] After a dozen comebacks, the war settles into editing abstracts without going back and forth.
Look here. Template:Crash series Two Editors contribute more than thirty reverts in two hours over whether Spyro is part of the crash bandicoot universe or not. Tempers flare in Edit Summaries, but Talkpage contributions are mysteriously left unsigned. Template: Cyprus-stub Not two editors, but two ethnic groups of editors clashed over whether the icon of
this stub template should be a map, a flag, another Cypriot symbol or a combination of three. This raged on a large number of Wikipedia pages, including user chat pages, WikiProject Stub sorting, various chat pages related to Greece, Turkey and Cyprus, and - of course - the conversation page of this template, where much of the evidence is still found.
Template:2010 FIFA World Cup Group C June 12, 2010, England and the United States started the Group C match with a 1-1 draw. Wikipedia, in keeping with its core mission of providing goal-by-goal updates in real time for major sporting events, couldn't wait that long. Does England need second place, above the thin green line separating advanced teams
from the eliminated teams? [133] Or does the U.S. have a tiebreaker? [134] Maybe we should both be above the green line, [135] or between two green lines. [136] Ani thread resulted in full protection until the next game in the group. User and user chat pages Main page: Wikipedia:Lamest edit wars/User pages Wikipedia user space fashions 2007 2008
2009 User pages User:Axmann8 After this user's cheater was discovered (previously suspected of being cheat dolls were Axmann8s), several users (including administrators) went to war again over whether that user should be labeled banned or indef-blocked, as Axmann8 was initially banned for community debate. The war on re-crossing can be seen in
the history of the site. User:Certified.Gangsta User's fake banner you have new messages, after staying on their user page for months without problems, administrator removes as disruptive in February 2007. A quick reverse war leads to a block of users by administrators and a giant thread on the administrator's ad (now preserved on its own page; also
here) over whether the fake banner, which is simply associated with a practical joke, takes away from the contribution to the encyclopedia. Many users admid the administrator's actions with some call to desysoping administrators. The editing war was briefly revived in January 2008, and in April 2009, the 2009 World War II was revived. User:COOL CAT ON
WHEELS!!!! Should this user who blocked the indef have {{imposter}} {{WoW}}, or {{pagemovevandal}}}? Unfortunately (unfortunately??), the engagement edit had to end when the page and two templates were deleted and the third template became redirection. The page was protected, then unprotected, then protected again, and then finally deleted with a
beautiful editing summary: a useless page that causes an even more useless editing war, the content was: {{Pagemovevandal}}. User:Jimbo Wales Edit the war over the background color of different parts of the user's page. Jimbo never explained his color preferences, but the war ended annetheless. Part 2 - Edit the war over whether jimb's user site should
mention that he was either a co-founder or sole founder. Several users returned to each other and one was blocked for WP:3RR, however after it was unblocked, he was at it again, taking care not to violate WP:3RR. User:R/Single Letter Group Should users be allowed to edit this page if they have more than one letter in their user name? What about the
numbers? Symbols? Getting engaged involves sysops deleting and returning a page to remove unwanted contributions to the page. It culminated in Wikipedia:Miscellany for Deletion / User:R / Single Letter Group MFD entry. User:Trolls Two sysops in re-war over user site blocked sock sock prohibited user:142. Then, a month later, the user takes one of
them to Quickpolls during the war. User Chat Pages User talk:66.167.235.16 User:Arminius has left Template:test message on anonymous user chat page. An anonymous user removed the test message. A three-hour war of 25 edits ensued on whether the chat page should include such inflammatory messages as {{test}} and welcome notifications. Edit the
warring people about this editing war, and then continue on this page. Other administrators were invited to look at the situation, and, after careful analysis and fact-checking, it was found to be a very lame editing war indeed. User Conversation:Ned Scott Anonymous user copied and re-posted an attack originally posted by another anonymous user in 2008. It
was then returned by another, and then renewed by the user a total of 22 times in 10 minutes. User Chat:2602:30A:C06E:EDC0:80B3:5D9:F53D:BBB1 The blocked IP address removed the block message, multiple users added it back, access to the chat page was revoked, the sock began, with the site ending up fully protected indefinitely. User:Bishonen
eventually stated: I completely intended this page to stop editing. I hope everyone understands that all the IPs that post here are one individual, which thus has the right to remove (not refactor) comments here. There is little point in fighting on one of their many talkpages. Who's going to know? Variety Main page: Wikipedia:Lamest edit wars/Miscellameness
Age of the Earth Fourteen goes back to today on hatnote: should it be explained that this is an article on the science of earth's age and you can also read the creation myth if you like? Does hatnote succumb to creationism? Does erasure constitute hatnote censorship and even disenfranchition? Does putting this bill violate the rules? Does it matter who would
want to read hatnotes? Altrincham These sock puppets fought with honor. The English city used to be part of Cheshire; should the article mention that many people still use Cheshire on their post? Inspired a conversation subset, and sock puppet charges, not to mention related blood boiling rage and a name calling to the Talk:Association of British Districts...
Aphex Twin's Aphex Twin really IDM? Is IDM a legitimate genre at all, or is it just a huge internet troll? Is 99% of things on the web garbage? If you are an editor aged 38 to 42, your opinion is sought. Australia Should the royal anthem be included in the infobox, or should it be a footnote? Is he even worthy of a footnote? Debt, debt, debt, debt, debt, debt,



debt, debt, debt, long discussion continues on the talking page, including ... Interesting... opinion table (!). Bahá'í Faith Should you refer to Baha'i YouTube videos? Should they have their share? Is It YouTube encyclopedic or should it be counted as a personal website? The discussion lasted more than a month and Many personal attacks, accusations from
one user advocating inclusion that it has been ganged up against WP policies and threats to have users blocked. Canada Is this country in North America, in the northern part of North America, or only in North America? The first option is just vandalism, and a poll was needed to reach consensus on this important issue. Nutritious or malicious? Cauliflower Is
cauliflower nutritious? Does determining parts that are usable violate NPOV? Charles Darwin Is sharing a birthday with Abraham Lincoln important enough to be included in Charles Darwin's article, or is it a bit of trivia that has no place in the encyclopedia? [Getty Images) There were two polls on darwin talk sites, one debate request, one WP:RFC, one
WP:RFM, one WP:RFAr rejected, and a Charles Darwin-Lincoln dispute arbitration case. Discussions on Talk:Charles Darwin/Lincoln and LincolnArchive01, plus arbitration sites are about 30,000 words, which is roughly the length of Agatha Christie's short novel. Agatha Christie was born on the same day as Frank Martin. Cluster bomb Jadan edit war began
in the small morning hours of May 31, 2008 (for those at UTC) over whether or not the article should find that, from a certain angle, the cluster bomb resembles a certain part of the male body. Democratic Party (United States) This article has seen a number of frequent and repetitive lame editing wars. These include: Is the party founded by President Thomas
Jefferson in 1792 or President Andrew Jackson in 1828 making it the oldest political party in the world? Should the party be called the Democratic Party or the Democratic Party? Who is a conservative Democrat and what do you call them? Who should be considered the frontrunner for president in 2008? Is the centre-left, centrist, centre-right, right-wing,
progressive, conservative, to the right of the international POV, to the left of the general POV, ... Fortune Global 500 Is Royal Dutch Shell a Dutch company or semi-Dutch, semi-British? It leads to 93 consecutive returns (79 of which were deleted) during the week. Fred Saberhagen The famous author of science fiction is dying, which is tragic. Then tragedy
worsens when death returns because it was an unconfirmed statement in the BLP. Edit the war and thousands of words of often uncivil arguments followed (sometimes valid, sometimes invalid, sometimes completely stupid), recorded in various outside places ([137],[138]), but Fred remains dead. The resulting article has three citations for his death and no
quotes for any other fact contained in. Hitler only has one ball Can anonymously written folk songs be copyrighted? What if the anonymous author sues Wikipedia? Or his successor? Such a serious controversy about such a serious article be solved only by a one-month flame-fest that scars the soul, delving into international copyright law, which fails to
convince a stubborn unbreakable user to imbue wikipedia's credibility. Irish breakfast What goes into irish breakfast; Black pudding, white pudding or neither? Is the bacon cooked or fried? See the chat page for a detailed analysis of different questions. Italian beef In 2005 a few weeks-long edit war over an Italian beef sandwich followed over many topics
regarding the popular Chicago-style dish if a variation of this including cheese was common, if actually Italian in anything but names. A link to the conversation page about this war still exists. [139] According to the scriptures, even Jesus was tempted to participate in a very miserable war of editing. Instead, he once returned to {{WPBiography |living=yes}} ...
Jesus A very long dispute over whether to use BC/AD or BCE/CE for period notations, resulting in a stupid decision to use both systems within the article (i.e. 400 BC/CE). Kr./BCE and 30th ad/CE) with bc/AD terms that usually precede bce/CE terms. Both systems were used until RFC was implemented in 2013. Similar to Jesus, the dispute sometimes
resurrecases. J. K. Rowling edits the war over longtime collaborators by preferring old Harvard references over the new Cita.php methods. Multiple users are trying to use the Ref converter with other users going back. One side archives WP:RFC for problems, while the other side takes a strawtipoll. Strawthipoll results in an overwhelming consensus on
conversion. A major supporter of the Harvard reference left the project as a result. KTVX It added that rival KSL-TV is owned by The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints vandalism that must be restored in sight? KUFO Is the DJ from 12 to 5 a.m. of this Oregon radio station a personality? Or should it be removed from the site because it's supposed to
be a recording? The editing war gets mentioned on the air - and possible Editing by Wikipedia - from a KUFO DJ. List of London Monopoly locations How about I'm purple? That sounds good to me, I'll be purple. You're not purple. Some square on another board is purple. You're pink! Who cares what your color is? yes, that's easy for you to say, you're a
Mayfair, you've got a cool sound name. All right, look, if it's no big deal to be purple, do you want to trade? Is the colour group containing Pall Mall, Whitehall and Northumberland Avenue purple, or is it pink? Like a similar argument in Reservoir Dogs, participants forced their way into a Mexican showdown and no one can pass Go, let alone raise £200. See
WP:PALLMALLISPINK. List of television stations in North America by media market Nielsen claimed copyright over the concept of DMA (or TV market), and the entire section of the United States of America this article demanded complete overhaul. This has led to a war of editing about whether a 40-year-old, incomplete list of public good is better than
something made by some Wikipedian, or whether we should assume that the copyright claim, which no one has ever seen, does not exist and bring back the DMA FCC. Is connecting with the FCC officially extensive because of copyright, or is the government organization under public domain? Either way, the only solution doesn't seem to have a list for the
U.S. at all. Lucky Charms The long-running, slow-motion editing war between anonymous users seeks to solve a big problem: Are they or are they not sold in Ireland? See also: Irish breakfast. Or maybe not. Maryland Is it north or south? Mid-Atlantic or South? Revellers were once a daily occurrence and the discussion page was rife with discussion offering
little more than personal reflections, but the sub-sided site helped clean things up and provided riff-raff with a place to chat. The subpage is now filled with passionate arguments, which of course would not be complete without editors calling themselves peasants and yankees. Mayonnaise It is a dangerous thing, not only for the waistline, but also for common
sense, at least on Wikipedia. Does traditional mayonnaise contain lemon juice or not? If so, is it really necessary to make it? These thoughtful questions led to a great war that stretched throughout September 2007 [140] [141] [142] So when you enjoy fries with mayonnaise, take a second to remember those heroes who fought for (against) lemon juice that
might be found in it. Memphis Did David Saks write the official Memphis song, or did he write Memphis song of the year? The editor calls the City Council to find out, only to discover that the songwriter himself has already called asking for proof that he wrote the official poem - citing Wikipedia as his source. Michael Moore Grew up in Davison, Michigan, next
to Flint, Michigan [143]. He often says he's from Flint. Is that right? Mickey Mouse Club Was Zachary Jaydon a cast member during the MMC incarnation of this Disney series? Some say yes, some do not, because his name is added and removed from the list of actors with depressing frequency. A standard reference book on Disney television doesn't list it,
but some online sources cite it. Are those references added by Jaydon himself? Who knows? Fans of the 1950s version of the show can only shake their heads in laughter, grateful that no one edits the warring around Moochie's appearances. Miss Kitty Fantastico Edit war over whether it is appropriate for the text to be associated with the article Evil
Reptilian Kitten from another planet, which has since been merged and redirected to the Ontario general election, in 2003. Monty Hall's problem Is it a probability or a game puzzle Is that even true? This dispute has led to multiple attempts at mediation and the ArbCom case. After ten years of challenge, as of August 2012 there were 1,269,228 words posted
on the article interview page without reaching any agreement. [144] By comparison, all Harry Potter books together have 1,084,170 words in them. Moscow metro As for the table of Moscow metro lines, should the color of the line be in the first column or the second? Should color names be written or do colors speak for themselves? Edit warring over the
version of the table took place at the beginning of June 2006. After a month of full protection, straw poll, requests for comment and appearances in the New York Times on June 17, 2006 for its protection (and almost certainly this lame dispute), the article was unprotected, not because anything was actually resolved but because the article had been
protected for so long. And guess what? More edit / restore the warment and follows, to the point where the original table is added to the article again and one frustrated editor declares: Ah, so we killed a few weeks to ... keep the old table. Incredibly. Really. Amazing. NEW ENGLAND One Connecticut-based editor opposes Boston being mentioned as a
business and cultural hub for New England. The editor endlessly returns the article to remove all mention of Boston from the article, believing it to be a plot by Boston propagandists to covertly recapture Connecticut via Wikipedia. Compromise is attempted to acknowledge in the subsection that... The New York City Metropolitan Area [is] an important
economic impact on Fairfield County ... but the editor is still not satisfied. New England editors are offering to cede Fairfield County to NYC to resolve the conflict. The edition receives a mention in the Nashua Telegraph article on Wikipedia. [145] [dead link] Ōkami Kakushi A two-month edit war between an unregistered user and a registered user began in
March 2010. Puberty Should boys or girls be first on the list? Should it be in traditional English or alphabetical order, or should it be in the order in which people start puberty? Is there any conspiracy in favor of women instead of men, or is it completely innocent? The eventual consensus was to list the boys first, and the article has remained so for some time.
A REALbasic Anonymous user with a bone to pick spends more than half a year on a crusade to discredit the topic and promote a boycott. The site has been protected multiple times, several socks have been blocked, threats have been made to bring Wikipedia before the attorney general for consumer fraud, blocking the entire ISP. Edit the war stops as
abruptly as it began, with the anonymous editor's final summary editing stating that he personally by the company because they released Macintosh customers supporting Windows, or something like that. Riot Shield The Lonely Editor is waging a brief editing war in an attempt to point out to the world what should be obvious, which is illegal to throw stones at
the police. Fortunately, he eventually backed down, though not before opening a settlement of disputes and requests for comment. Ronald Ryan The last man to be hanged in Australia died decades ago, but the debate over his possible innocence continues to rage (like all the best controversies) in wiki form. Accusations and counterclamations are scattered
like confetti, editors are accused of promoting various (possibly fictional) books, and all CAPS editing summaries abound. The only thing all the editors can agree on is that the truth is out there. Sarah Edmonds High intensity editing war lasting about forty minutes. Editor A makes a correction, giving her her middle name and month of birth. This is lost through
the editing conflict, and Editor B adds content worthy of the passage. Reverts; B reverts. Et cetera. The only grudge they had with the innings of the other was that they got theirs back. War can be seen here: [146] Stanley Kubrick Should Stanley Kubrick's article have an infobox? no! The infobox pollutes the article and no infobox will encourage readers to
know more about the person and makes the article look more professional. The debate has been going on since August 2015, and countless infoboxes have been added and deleted over the years, showing no signs of ending. See Talk:Stanley_Kubrick/Archive_7, Talk:Stanley_Kubrick/Archive_8 etc ad nauseam. Stegosaurus in popular culture Two
administrators disagree on the inclusion of a paragraph mentioning several characters from steg-like cartoons. The dispute eventually disintegrated into a slow warp of the wheels over several days, with careful attention to the magic number, leaving other users scratching their heads as they try to figure out what makes that particular passage such an
obvious target for dispute. Stingray mentions Steve Irwin's death with a stingray warrant? Immediately after news of his death broke, a miserable war of editing ensued. Sweden Who was prime minister of Sweden between 5 October 2007 and 31 October 2013 Did Göran Persson resign on the 5th or 6th? Was Fredrik Reinfeldt named on the 5th or 6th? Or
did Sweden have two prime ministers during this period? Tales of the Symphony: Dawn of a New World Is it a spin-off, sequel or spin-off sequel? It's a direct follow-up to The Story of the Symphony, but the characters that can be played are different most of the time. Developers have always called it a sequel, except when they've always called it a spin-off.
It's been going on for a year. The land that makes up the Tsushima sub-prefecture Is it an island or a group of islands? Does it matter if there are surrounding what people call an island? Can we still think of it as an island if the Navy blows up the shipping channel in the middle of it? Maybe the Japanese name should be used to decide. Or perhaps the
English term used to refer to it by the Japanese government. Or is it just a case of one side thinking about land in the sea (e.g. the British Isles) while the other side is thinking of the island as a political entity (e.g. U2 (again) Is it relevant for Bono to play the harmonica? Should this be mentioned in the main paragraph along with the vocals and guitar? Does
this mean that in the same sentence we should also find that The Edge also plays piano, organ and bass in addition to background vocals, guitar and keyboards? As it is an anonymous IP user to constantly add a harmonica as one of bono instruments, other editors have constantly removed it. The debate on the talks page was held and closed, with
consensus that the harmonica would not be included. Of course, the addition of the harmonica lip continued. The second discussion arose after the first, and the anonymous editor eventually got a hint after the harmonica was removed after six previous attempts. Ultimate Fighting Championship Are Ultimate Fighting Championship events notable enough for
individual articles or fail criteria? It's a discussion that continued on MMA talk sites, resulting in the creation of omnibus articles. UMBC Long editing the war back in 2005 about whether the school is located in Arbutus, Baltimore, or Catonsville. Compromise was attempted when the site was changed to Baltimore County, but that was seen by some as too
general but unnecessary by one Baltimore who argued that Baltimore included the entire Baltimore County anyway. And since one lame editing war clearly wasn't enough, another raged about whether the school's full name was the University of Maryland, Baltimore County or the University of Maryland Baltimore County. Take a closer look. Yes, the only
difference is a comma, a comma that sparked a heated debate on the chat page about whether the school wanted to identify with the punctuation mark. One vandal even nodded to the comma-editing war by changing a bold title to the University of, of, Maryland, Baltimore, County. [147] A user:Santa Claus on a Santa sleigh (perhaps an experienced editor's
sock) was blocked on Christmas Day for trying to spread mood and goodwill to other users. A long debate ensued about WP:ANI (and the wheel war over blocking Santa Claus) over the legitimacy of the block – did Santa interfere? Was Santa a troll? Santa complained about not being able to visit Wikipedia in 2006. Wii Play Should an article about this video
game show box art from a European edition, Japanese edition, or U.S. National pride is at stake, so the article is locked. Furthermore, there is an even more heated debate about whether his 58% rating here should be considered above or below average. WKBS-TV (Philadelphia) Edit war for including these nine words: the first Kickoff Classic, played at
Giants Stadium. Things get so heating up that one of the editors starts making personal attacks and gets blocked. Compromise remains, where a link to the site on said the game was piped link in a transcript of the general manager's closing speech. Year 2038 problem After 2038, it turns out that some computers will also run in date issues in the year
292,277,026,596, well after the predicted end of the universe. Which means we still have some time to debate whether the article should include a sentence that says this is not considered a pressing issue. [148] [149] [150] [151] Obviously saying that it doesn't matter in itself, because the phrase was deleted when no one was looking, and no one even
noticed. And then the reference to the problem was deleted, so if you're reading this after finding a copy of Wikipedia in the midst of the aftermath of the war caused by the problem of year 292,277,026,596, the Wikimedia Foundation expresses its condolences. Nazism Should Adolf Hitler's quotes be obtained using primary sources or are scientific sources
needed? Does it really matter since they're just quotes? This dispute has resulted in a fierce edit war, at least one AN/I thread, an RfC and two rounds of full protection, all without solving this never-ending edit war. Wikipedia Is Jimbo the founder or co-founder with Larry Sanger? Editing the war begins on the Larry Sanger page, includes AN/I threads and
moves on to editing the war over dozens of articles. Was Psychosurgeons an editing war or not? Five editors arguing over whether the dispute over commas is a war of editing or whether the same editor changes his own edit back and forth - 97 times! It was eventually resolved when the original article was deleted. Reach for the sky The editing war springs
over the addition of a single line of white space between the external connections section and the navbox in Reach for the Sky. The results are two ani themes, a contentious entry into WP:3O and various charges of vandalism and sockpuppetry. The true source of lameness here? Two new lines in the source were removed at some point without any
participants noticing, which is the appearance of the two versions, which were returned back and forth seven times, exactly identical. Talk:Tyrannosaurus Perhaps one of the most truly bizarre editing wars ever, this was a brief but tense edit war in which an anonymous user apparently argued with himself over whether Tyrannosaurus rex is a predator or a
vulture (ridiculous arguments abound including comparing Troodon to and a lot of Jack Horner-bashing). It later turned out to be two anonymous users who shared the same IP address. Concerns about the WP:3RR breach surfaced, but it was brought down because the IP was technically returning its own modifications. Shiba Inu Editing Rat between editors
and the Internet has resulted in several page protections and internal text warning users not to add Doge (memes). The debate rages over whether the link in Vidi is also sufficient or if the mention in the article is notable. Target page Main page: Wikipedia:Lamest edit wars/Meta page This page is participating in the editing war. Why don't you bring heavy
artillery? Main page What first-time jokes should be mentioned on the main page, if any? This protected page, which can only be edited by administrators, usually goes off for days off – all content is included from templates, so there is no need to edit Master Page directly. On April 1, 2005, it racked up more than 60 revisions of varying severity before finally
returning to the day's old version. This doesn't even include all the template revisions that the master page includes. (edit history) Time in London Once upon a time, editors felt the need to give an example of the inappropriate title of an article. Time in London has been chosen. And then, over a long period of time, people were creating and administrators
erasing different entries for time in London (normally, or redirecting to London #Klima or some variation of the word bloody cold, let me tell you). At one point there was a soft redirect that explains the historical situation, but this has since been replaced by a hard connection to London#Climate. What made this so pathetic? Well, the above arguments led to
one of the longest page deletion records for any page on this page. Wikipedia:Articles to delete There was a flurry of activity in late 2011 when an enthusiastic user noted that the often abbreviated form of Wikipedia:Articles to delete should be WP:Afd, not WP:AfD as was previously the case. The bold manoeuvre quickly descended into arguments on both
sides, culminating in quite a torment with a God-for-God advice, leave him alone and a suggestion to forbid anyone else from having the courage to continue the discussion. The final administrator may have summed up popular opinion by stating: I deliberately analyzed every word of reckless arguments put forward in this section, both for and against, and
found that this discussion was preposterous, and furthermore, that we all had better things to do than try to change a long-standing abbreviation that never presented absolutely any problems to anyone. Wikipedia:Footnotes A regular dispute prompts a wording that has to do with setting footnotes: after or before punctuation? Do we recommend it or not?
Should we be consistent between articles? At one point it spread to several politics and style pages. Style. All rules Should the rule to be ignored be unique or plural? Will working with others be allowed by this policy? And can (or should) that rule be ignored? Many editors, including several administrators, have spent more than a month trying to decide on
these critical responses. And then, a few months later, he spent more than a month doing it again. See the protection log and the story of the change of IAR. Another war of editing this site (circa 2006) was whether to stick to Larry Sanger's one-sentence version or several paragraphs, including explanations and policy terms. [1] Wikipedia:Wikipedia List by
Number of Edits/Latest Can Users Be Removed from the List? If so, should they replace their names with a user:Place holder? It culminated in User:^demon being blocked for 3RR after signed up to ANI and the page that was nominated for deletion. The MFD ended without consensus after a 99 KB debate. Wikipedia:Style Manual (Dates and Numbers) A
minor change to the two-word guideline sparks an editing war over whether words in quotation marks should very rarely be linked or never linked. Reactions to these two words include free personal attacks and spread across several linked pages in a forest fire, including pages explaining how binding the style manual should come first. Wikipedia:Notability
(fiction) The mother of all disputes over notoriety, editing wars erupted over the wording of the guideline, whether parts/were significantly disputed or not, and even — once demoted from the guideline — whether it should be labeled as essay, historical, proposed, or failed. Wikipedia:Please be a giant dick, so we can ban you from an edit war that focuses on
which image to use to describe the cock. The thing at hand includes WP:BLP, WP:censor along with the US president, US vice president and 1960 politics. But that wasn't enough. No, a further war of editing, however miserable, he continued, with each side fiercely choosing a new image for the site and defending it to the death! Thrust! Parry! Riposte quinte!
Remise! Counterattack! Finally, the question became so serious, so incredibly important, that the only resort was a request for comment. Usually this would be considered excessive killing for a site of humor, but only fools and knaves, blind to how important this site really is. And with that request for comment came ... A DEATH BLOW! What will the future
bring, for a vital question like this, a choice that is the most funny/least funny/least educational/best pun/worst pun on the humor page? One might think that only arbitration can decide, but fortunately this seems to have been avoided, and the latest change remains without any arguments. Wikipedia:Requests to de-administer Wik's nomination of nine
Wikipedia:Wikicops have been moved; u u u u The site itself won the on-the-go war about a week later and ended up back on Wikipedia:Administrators. [152] Wikipedia:Requests for comment What is the correct text indicating that an arbitration claim may follow the RfC? Is it although it is not formally necessary before the resumption of arbitration, many RfCs
are steps towards this, or is it many, though by no means all, arbitral cases have preceded the user-enforced RFC? A triple reverse war that has so far lasted two weeks and 50+. WP:RFC/KM Easy redirection to an RFC page that has been deleted and recreated countless times. Wikipedia:Spoiler The meta-irony of the editing war due to the presence of
{{disputedtag}} on the page, which effectively boils down to a dispute over whether a dispute has occurred, can be at the top of only the version without the label being protected by administrator protection and then adding {{pp-spor}}. More recently, there has been a dispute over whether spoilers are needed at all, which is mostly solved, but still sings today.
More or less everything to do with non-admin rollback Is believed by some that this cat's comments started the whole thing. Including this page, this page, this page, this page, this page, this page, this page, this page and this page. Users create more pages than they set up. More proposals than a Vegas wedding chapel. More polls than Super Tuesday. Polls
on the proposals, one of which received nearly 500 responses. Poll on that poll. After disputes about the status of consensus (including editing wars over which pages should have which labels indicate their consensus status), another poll began, edited the ratono and then locked in. The draft of the next poll began, editing went to war over, and then locked.
Polling poll. Big red poll warnings (they'll be back soon). Some heated discussions and edit a locked page are restored via a picture of a cat (shown right). Some minor administrator edits the warp over a perm-protected watchlist message. Propaganda editing on the bulletin board – even Jimbo turns on. The ArbCom case. Statements by wikipedia co-
secretary and current President of the Foundation, including contradictory proposals. Wikipedia:April Fools/April Fool's Day 2019 What should be called section two? Other jokes? General Tomfoolery? General Jerryfoolery? Something incredibly long? The script of the bee movie? Should it be SCP? Should it contain a Generation VIII Pokémon made of
synthetic elements? Should the egg be part of a balanced breakfast? Should you have a hint of crab rave? In the end, users just settled into the Section title of an article that people kept editing warring fools. This edit war has been dubbed by some as the Great April Day of War Editing, with hundreds of different titles by the end of the day, leaving us to have
to make mania, which you can see here. Wikipedia:April Fools/April Fools' Day 2020 Once again there was a discussion about Tomfoolery/Jerryfoolery, and securing chaos enveloped the entire April Fools page. The Communist manifesto has been published. Someone posted hundreds of digits of pi. People started listing the names of pokémon. Before April
1st, he became Pre-32. March 15, then Pre-61. February, and so on. The page rotated 45 degrees. It got to the point where there had to be a real request to protect the site because things got too crazy. All this happened in the first three hours of April 1. And it came out: The Great April Fools Edit War Part II: Electric Boogaloo. (Ro)bot wars Bot vs bot RMCD
bot vs itself A requested move on part of the RM infrastructure in March 2018 confused the RMCD bot, which engages in a short edit war with itself, in which it adds the requested move notification every 15 minutes and then removes it less than a minute later while updating the table. AnomieBOT vs T13bot Does the Wikipedia header need:Discussion
templates and Wikipedia:Possibly nonfree files (from closed) have a metadata clock or not? User:T13Bot, editing off-task, engaged in a brief edit of the war with the user:AnomieBOT in July 2014 due to this minor problem, with each bot carefully following 3RR making only two reverts on each page. Mathbot vs in itself Starting in August 2016 and then about
every day from November 2016 to April 2017 (when this was observed), User:Mathbot changes its mind on whether Philippe Michel (number theorist) or Philippe Michel (economist) should be included in the List of Mathematicians (M). These are two different people with the same name, both with a plausible claim to be listed as mathematicians, but
according to Mathbot there can only be one. Talk:X1 Template – Talk:X9 wars Template Two Months, Hazard-Bot and AvicBot2 fought over what type of hidden comment should remain for any user editing this nine-page series. This followed an earlier war, of only a few hours of duration, but much more intensely, between SoxBot IV and Addbot. Since June
2013. Then a new fight exploded between Cyberbot A and Hazard-Bot in October 2015. RfCbot went to war with itself over whether or not to include a moveheader template on Talk:White-bellied Parrot (since it moved to Talk:Green-thighed parrot) and Talk:Nanday Parakeet (historical links). File: Foot amputation. JPG Is it on MediaWiki:Bad picture list or
not? The SoxBot returns at 10:41 p.m. daily for more than a month in early 2011. Human Hair Growth Slowed Editing War Between SmackBot and SmackBot about whether to include an empty line before line {{DEFAULTSORT}}}. Template:The Opentask-short semi-protection template used in the interface started a twelve-hour editing war between
SuggestBot and Lowercase sigmabot, which could not agree on whether to display the padlock. Every hour, SuggestBot removed the padlock while updating the template, and 20 minutes later, lowercase sigmabot returned it. This continued until the Operator stopped and reprogrammed the SuggestBot. Bot v Bot v Bot In a spree of 60 edits in less than 20
minutes, four bots edit warred about which hidden comment should be added to the top of Wikipedia: Administrator intervention against vandalism. The GreenC bot vs InternetArchiveBot InternetArchiveBot repaired the archival connection, adding a fragment of the URL, and the GreenC bot removed the fragment. This slow-motion edit war lasted four months
between September 2017 and January 2018 before being called a time-out. Man vs Machine Patern-avoiding permutation This epic man versus machine battle involves something widely agreed to be a problem: double redirections. Should permutation that avoids paternity and paternity-avoiding permutations be redirected to the correctly written permutation
of avoiding patterns or directly to stanley-wilf's assumption? The very permutation that avoids patterns (which could one day get its own article) is redirected to the latter. The administrator went to war again [153] [154] with a bot called Computer (since it was renamed User:タチコマ robot) that fixes double redirects and eventually blocks it for violating the
three-return rule and failure, before being penalized by other administrators. Finding a strong irony here is an exercise left to the reader. Wikipedia:Sandbox A six-hour editing war between SoxBot IV and some anonymous editor who turned a test site into an arena[155]. The proposed rematch more than a year later was withdrawn following a lack of interest
from the now inactive editor. Wikipedia:Sandbox Another 23-hour edit war in the sandbox runs between some anonymous editors and two bots, Lowercase sigmabot II and Cyberbot I. Deletion wars The Gay Nigger Association of America has struggled the most over the article for whether to nuk it. The GNAA article first originated sometime in 2004 and was
finally deleted in November 2006. September 2010 saw what was expected to be final incentives to renew the article. Redirecting to Goatse Security later took the place of the absentee article, and the RfD confirmed this redirection as a new status quo. After several more DRVs, the article was finally recreated after the 12th century. Here are the magnificent
winners with the most debates: 40 (44 counting deleted AfDs): Gay Nigger Association of America (19 AfDs (26 counting cleared), 13 DRVs, 1 RfD, 2 MfDs on the draft user space that was eventually restored and MfD on made an old copy of the page.) (and (failed) succeeded) ban further nominations, and AfD for that too) 24: Encyclopedia Dramatica (8
AfDs, 16 DRVs) 19: Daniel Brandt (14 AfDs, 5 DRVs ... oh, and the ArbCom case) 12: List of films that most commonly use the word fucking (10 AfDs, 2 DRVs [156] [157], and (failed) proposal to ban further nominations) 11: Cleveland steamboat (redirected to Coprophilia, after 9 AfD, 1 DRV, and 1 RfD) 11: List of scientists opposed to the main scientific
assessment of global warming / List of scientists opposed to the main scientific assessment of global warming (8 AfDs, 3 DRVs) 10: United States and state terrorism (10 AfDs) 10: Israel and apartheid analogy aka Cites Israeli apartheid (9 Af 1 DRV)9: Earth – 1 nom of bad faith, 8 April Fools' noms 9: Uncyclopedia (9 AfDs) 9: The Game (mind game) (6
AfDs, 3 DRVs) 9: Al Gore III (Al Gore's son) (8 AfDs , 1 DRV, and the article was restored during redirection three times since the last deletion in February 2008) 9 : Wikitruth (8 AfDs, 1 DRV) 9: List of male performers in gay porn movies (7 AfDs, 2 DRV) 9: Railpage Australia (9 AfDs) 8: List of films considered the worst; Girl 7: Ashida Kim; Memory Alpha;
Eep; List of YouTubers; List of unusual deaths (including the one under the original name: A list of people who died with turtles on their heads); this page 6: Brian Peppers (and ArbCom Verdict); Nicholas Beale; Wikipedia Watch (linked to the Daniel Brandt debacle); Essjay controversy; Able and Baker; Gooey biscuit; List of unusual personal names;
Univerzism; Lightsaber fight; History of video game consoles (8th generation); Plowback kept earnings (3 RfD, 3 DRV) 5: Mass killings under communist regimes; Scientists for 9/11 Truth; Yellowikis; Richard Tylman; Bullshido.net; GameTZ.com; LUEshi; List of holders of bow tie; Time cube; Donkey kick; Andrew Schlafly; Xxxchurch; List of the greatest
empires; BrokeNCYDE; Wookieepedia; Clea Rose; Ana Svidersky; Exopolitics; Roadgeek; Ken Hoang; Jonathon Sharkey (plus numerous arguments about peculiarity on other sites, complaints from the individual himself and a GA review that failed miserably); List of lists; List of Presidents of the United States with facial hair (the first nomination is under the
List of Presidents of the United States with facial hair during their term) 4: Smosh; Man-Faye, where are you? Barbara Schwarz (and the ArbCom verdict); Magibon; Andrew Gower; Roy St. Clair; Emmalina, Emmalina, Emmalina, Emmalina Cyrus Farivar; Pearl necklace (sexuality); Joachim Cronman; Red Bar Radio; A felony; Google Watch (linked to daniel
brandt debacle); Chris Sligh; About RLY?; Sollog, Sollog, Sollog, Sollog Climate Change Denial; HHO gas; Artix Entertainment; Maravilla; GDrive(GDrive) Chewbacca defense; WowWiki; NeoGAF; Archimedean plutonium; Generation Z; Deleting; London Underground trivial; Rachel Marsden (and the ArbCom verdict); Kancho, Kancho, Kancho, Robert
Baden-Powell; Chess.com; Jacob Barnett; Dianne M.M. Captain Obviously 1: Vandal cluepon. Just one AFD, but, seriously, did this AFD really need it? One participant actually called it IDLefest. Honorary mentions go to various sites that have been nominated for erasure during the Thrash fools of Thrash. Examples include Earth (nine times), Wikipedia
(nine times) and AfD pages that are themselves nominated for deletion, often repeated. Metawars Oh God, it's all falling apart! On rare occasions, edit wars have erupted where a vital topic at stake is... Well, arrange wars. Wikipedia:Edit the warring war of editing the definition of war on a policy page that tells us not to regulate war. Does one word (or less
than one word) count? (three modifications.) Includes the same or different material? (two changes returned.) Is adding or deleting a cleaning tag excluded? (two amendments have returned.). All without any real attempt to come to a consensus before returning again. Full protection was required[158] to stop editing. Wikipedia:Admin Panel/Edit The Warment
In what is, ironically, a notice for rule breakers that should prevent major editing wars, an argument involving six reversions by users, the removal of a report from a notice stating that the Three Reverses Rule does not apply to things such as blatant vandalism, or material that violates some underlying rules such as WP:BLP, for example. The strangest fact of
all about this incident is that repeated reversions were done by the user who originally introduced the three-reverte rule on Wikipedia. [159] Wikipedia:Suppose good faith WELL Edit the war on the site on preventing the editing of wars. Should editors assume their Wikipedia colleagues have above-average intelligence? It resulted in full protection by two
administrators,[the quote required] wasting the chat and demotion page from official policy to mere guidance. And it still is. Wikipedia talk:Attack pages During the debate on the proposed policy of banning all links to websites considered pages of attacks against Wikipedians, some editors implemented the proposed policy against other editors who, for the
purposes of the discussion, were trying to provide (in their opinion) legitimate examples of the location of the attack. A lot of warring edits followed, with accusations from both sides of bad faith, WP:POINT-making, and ulterior motives. The conflict later re-emerged when similar language was added to the policy without personal attacks and resulted in two (to
date) arbitration cases. Meta-lame Have you learned anything from this entire site?!? Of course there were lame edit wars about lame editing wars! Edit the wars over which wars are allowed to be edited on this site or as certain entries on this page should be worded (oh, irony*). See recursion; see and Tail. Examples included Cat (under Wording), William of
Orange, Her Late Majesty, Vic Vic List of virgins, e (mathematical constant), Template: Administrators of users who ignore politics, the Democratic Party (United States) and, yes, even this entry[quote required]. The site as a whole also survived at least six attempts to delete, plus another attempt that was ultimately closed at the request of the nominator. *
Came back because it's not a true example of irony. Even this revert itself is not an example of irony, even in the context of this site. Look for him if you don't believe it. This includes you, Alanis Morrisette. See also From m:Wrong version of Parkinson's Law trivia Pig War Wikipedia:Don't edit war over color Wikipedia templates:Drop stick and back slowly
away from Wikipedia horse carcass:Historical debates How to win the return of war Wikipedia:No climbing the ReichsTag dressed as Spider-Man Wikipedia:Talk page highlights Wikipedia:WikiWar m:Wrong version of WP:TEA and its extension WP:BOSTONTEAPARTY Wikipedia:How to set a flat pole by pushing it at an angle Visualization from information
is beautiful, David McCandless. Notes 1. [160] Not really editing war, but still ... External Connections Wikipedia's Lamest Edit Wars ^ Special:Permalink/37547249 retrieved from
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